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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

The Honourable Alastair Gillespie
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources
Ottawa, Ontario

Dear Mr. Gillespie:
I have the honour to submit the Annual

Report, financial statements and Auditor's
report for the operations of Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited for the Fiscal Year
1976-77.

It is paradoxical that in submitting to
you a report which again records a
number of outstanding technical
accomplishments in the research and
utilization of atomic energy I should also
find it necessary to characterize the year
1976-77 as one of considerable difficulty
for AECL, involving much public and
official criticism of the conduct of the
Company's affairs.

A Financial Management and Control
Study of the Company conducted by the
Auditor General early in die fiscal year
found that there were serious weaknesses
which could lead to major financial risks in
the execution of commercial undertakings
to which the Company is committed. In
the autumn, an enquiry was launched by
the Standing Committee on Public Ac-
counts into payments to foreign agents,
for which the Auditor General found the
supporting documentation to be inade-
quate, in connection with offshore sales.
The hearings, still incomplete, have given
rise to public criticism of practices followed
by the Company in promoting its first
foreign sales of the CANDU system.
Finally, as the financial statements indi-
cate, the Company has concluded the
fiscal year in a serious deficit position
arising from commercial losses sustained
during the year and from future losses
expected on existing contracts, full pro-
vision for such losses having been made in
accordance with generally accepted ac-
counting principles. The most serious of
the future losses arises from the 1974
contract for the sale of a reactor to
Argentina, notwithstanding the renego-
tiation of the contract in 1976 with
resultant savings of between $70 and $80
million. It is now apparent that the losses
under the original contract would have
been approximately double the initial
estimate of $ 100 million. Contracts for the
supply of heavy water at prices now below
production costs are a second cause of
significant future losses.

29 June 1977

Any one of the foregoing develop-
ments would have been cause for con-
cern. Their concurrence in one year has
compounded the Company's difficulties.

Without seeking to deny the validity of
many of the criticisms levelled, two
extenuating factors must be cited. First,
AECL's emergence as a major commer-
cial enterprise has been a rapid, almost
precipitate one. In less than ten years the
Company has evolved from an essentially
research and development organization
into a multidivisional enterprise with
major contracts at home and abroad,
many involving the risla. inevitably as-
sociated with large commercial under-
takings. This very quick expansion, coin-
ciding with a period of unprecedented
inflation, has imposed heavy strains on a
financial system and management organi-
zation geared to a different, earlier role.
Secondly, international acceptance of the
CANDU system has been deemed impor-
tant to the national industrial image as well
as to the long-term viability of a unique
national nuclear system. No system of
nuclear power production can thrive in
isolation. The stakes for any utility,
domestic or foreign, in choosing a nuclear
power system are high and widespread
acceptance provides a needed element of
confidence and assurance. Technological
feedback from u'dier users is a valuable
dividend. Such considerations dominated
the initial attempts to establish CANDU as
an efficient alternative system capable of
competing with the product offered by
well-established, heavily capitalized giants
of the international nuclear power busi-
ness. The contracts won exhibit many of
the shortcomings of a first attempt at
market penetration but the value of a
modest export program lies in the oppor-
tunity created for trade in high technology
goods and services and for economies of
scale and continuity of orders for
Canada's nuclear industry.

The guidelines for Crown agencies are
clear and unequivocal. They will be
followed to the letter and while this may



place severe restraints on AECL because
of the impossibility of our maintaining a
large overseas sales force, we venture to
hope that with increasing maturity in the
export sales field we shall be able to secure
the commercial success that the technical
superiority of the CANDU system merits.

Corporate response to changing needs
has been prompt The composition of the
Board was further adjusted during the
year to reflect the increasingly commercial
orientation of the Company's activities
and to achieve a better equilibrium
between commercial and governmental
concerns. Under the close supervision of a
Steering Committee of the Board, and
assisted by a firm of Management Con-
sultants, a sweeping overhaul of the
Company's financial organization and
control systems has been undertaken.
This phase of our reorganization is well
under way and we are now entering a
second phase of organizational changes
designed to effect the transition to an
efficient commercial enterprise while
maintaining the existing high standards of
engineering and scientific competence.

The process of restructuring the Com-
pany will not be achieved overnight, but it
is important that it be achieved in an
orderly and expeditious manner to enable
AECL to continue to fulfill its mandate as
an instrument of national energy policy.
As our national ability to count on low-cost
and abundant supplies of petroleum
resources, domestic or foreign, becomes
more and more uncertain, new evidence
accumulates on the economy of nuclear
power. In only six years of commercial
operation, nuclear power, which now
provides about one quarter of Ontario's
electricity, has already improved the
national balance of payments by $750
million in foreign exchange that would
otherwise have had to be spent on
imported coal. Viewed from another
perspective, the savings in 1976 from the
first of the commercial CANDU stations
exceeded the national expenditure for
that year on nuclear Research and
Development. Few high technology
enterprises have demonstrated such a
rapid payback on investment

Nuclear power, alone of energy
sources, is not dependent on geography
for its economic utilization. The efficient
use it makes of highly concentrated
uranium fuel removes the limitations

imposed by location and transportation
on the use of bulk fuels such as oil or coal.
It can be laid down virtually anywhere that
power is required in the country.

In an age when energy independence
isamajor aim of all governments, Canada
is in a fortunate position in respect of at
least this entirely indigenous, proven
energy option. We have secure and
abundant supplies of uranium and
thorium. We possess an advanced nuclear
system backed by a strong research and
development organization and an experi-
enced industrial sector. The ingredients,
then, are at hand to soften the impact of
impending energy shortages.

To derive maximum advantage from
our situation and to avoid "bunching" of
demand will require an orderly national
program for the introduction of nuclear
power and that, in turn, means close
co-operation with Provincial authorities. It
will also require continued careful atten-
tion to the safety and environmental risks
that accompany this—and every —
energy option. These are receiving high
priority in the Company's programs.

To meet rising world demand for
energy there is a need to place increasing
reliance on nuclear energy while at the
same time avoiding the recognized
hazards of diversion of nuclear materials
for military purposes. Such aims have
recently been accorded recognition at the
highest international levels. The Com-
pany looks forward to making a technical
contribution to the intensive international
examination of these problems now about
to be undertaken.

AECL has an important and expanding
role to play in the domestic energy
program, in meeting rising world energy
requirements and in international deliber-
ations on nuclear issues. The restructuring
we must undergo to meet the challenge in
all these spheres is rigorous but, as the
following report shows, it is being under-
taken in a serious and determined manner
and will be carried through to completion.

Yours very truly

Ross Campbell



PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

The past year was one of considerable
physical, if not fiscal, achievement by all
parts of the Company.

One of the most gratifying per-
formances was the turnaround in the
operation of the Port Hawkesbury heavy
water plant Acquired in 1975, the plant
has suffered from internal problems and
major difficulties with the supply of steam.
During the early part of the year steam
supply was seriously impaired and, later,
production was hampered by troubles
with the main blowers. These and other
difficulties were successfully overcome
and operation during the latter part of the
year was such that the annual production
quota was virtually achieved. The plant
closed the year at near record levels of
production.

The Glace Bay heavy water plant
produced its first heavy water during the
year. Serious corrosion problems have
been encountered in certain heat exchan-
gers and in the flare system but the
reasons are clear and the necessary
remedial steps are being taken.

Thefirsttwoof the 750 megawatt units
in the Bruce nudear electric generating
station of Ontario Hydro commenced
operation. Fifty per cent larger than the
highly successful Pickering units, these
units incorporate important changes in
reactor control elements and fuelling
equipment and in the size of major
components such as the steam generators
and primary heat transport pumps. It is
a credit to the designersof these units,
the equipment manufacturers and con-
struction and operations organizations
that built and commissioned them that
these first examples of this new generation
of CANDU nuclear steam supply systems
have performed so well during the com-
missioning period. It is worth noting that
the design of the Bruce units represents a
further advance in measures to minimize
loss of heavy water and early indications
are that the desired improvement is being
realized.

Although the Company suffered a loss
on its total isotope products and irradia-
tion equipment business, some encourag-
ing new levels of performance were
attained. Sales exceeded $20 million, 26
per cent higher than the previous year,
and the group closed the year with a
record backlog of orders of $25 million.
Isotope product sales maintained very
satisfactory profitability arid, for the first
time, the industrial products business
showed a profit

All of thfc achievements of the other
components of the Company rest in
important measure on the research and
development arm.

Investigation of the cracking of the
impellers in the Port Hawkesbury blowers
and the resultant recommendations
helped to minimize plant outage and to
determine the proper short and long-
term remedial measures. Similar assis-
tance is mitigating the problems at Glace
Bay. A proper understanding of the
pressure tube cracking problem in the
No. 3 and No. 4 reactors at Pickering
made it possible to devise procedures for
installation of the pressure tubes in the
Bruce and later reactors which, it is fully
expected, will obviate similar problems in
those units. Experimentation performed
at Whiteshell is vital to the analyses of
hypothetical accidents which are an
essential part of the safety review process.
The improved valve glands which have
been developed at Chalk River are an
important factor in better heavy water
conservation in the power plants. Im-
proved molybdenum-99 production in
the NRU reactor is making an important
contribution to the earnings from isotope
sales and accelerator development is
expected to lead to a new superior line of
medical therapy irradiators.

Apart from direct support given to the
activities of other parts of the Company, of
which the above are only a few random
samples, the research and development
arm makes valuable contributions to the
advancement of science. During the year
further progress was made in research into
the repair of cell damage resulting from
radiation. Experimentation with the MP
Tandem accelerator is throwing new light
on the nuclear fission process. The
development of high quality cadmium
tdluride crystals promises radiation detec-
tors for application in instrumentation for

nuclear power and medicine having signi-
ficant advantages over die widely used
germanium detectors that were pioneered
at Chalk River several years ago.

It is a pleasure to note that, again,
several of the Company's employees were
honoured for their contributions to the
advancement of science and technology.
Dr. Brian Cox received the William J. Kroll
Zirconium Medal for his outstanding
contribution to zirconium technology (the
first recipient was Admiral Hyman G.
Rickover, U.S.N.); Dr. John Hardy was
awarded the Herzburg Medal of the
Canadian Association of Physicists and
Dr. John Hilborn received the Thomas W.
Eadie Medal of the Royal Society of
Canada and the W. B. Lewis Award of the
Canadian Nuclear Association for his
development of neutron flux detectors
and the SLOWPOKE reactor.

It is on achievements recognized by
such awards and, just as importantly, on
the less heralded work of all its many
dedicated employees that the success of
AECL rests. The Company gratefully
acknowledges the efforts oi its staff which
made possible the accomplishments of the
past year.
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People
and Places

As part of a comprehensive re-organiza-
tion of AECL, the Board of Directors was
restructured and the scope of its duties
widened. The addition of business leaders
from private industry and senior officials
from the Federal Government reflects
the changing role which the Company is
playing in the development o( nuclear
energy.

In the twenty-five years since it was
formed, AECL has grown from a special-
ized research organization into a diverse
engineering, research and commercial

company employing about 6,000 people
at sites across Canada and overseas.

AECL is a Crown Company which
reports to the Minister of Energy, Mines
and Resources, the Honourable Alastair
W. Gillespie. It is responsible for research
into and development of the uses of
atomic energy and its activities encompass
a wide spectrum including basic scientific
research, engineering design, plant opera-
tion and commercial sales of nuclear
products.

AECL Board of Directors
9. Ross Campbell — Chairman
8. John S- Foster — President

10. David M. Culver, President, Aluminum
Company of Canada Limited

4. David A. Golden, President. Telesat Canada

3. Harry W. Macdonell, Partner, McCarthy &
McCarthy

1. Gordon M. MacNabb, Deputy Minister,
Energy, Mines and Resources

7. Gordon F. Osbaldeslon, Deputy Minister.
Industry, Trade and Commerce

12. Laurent M. Picard. President, Marine
Industries Limited

11. T. K. Shoyama, Deputy Minister, Finance
6. Donald J. Smith, President. Ellis-Don Limited
2. Alaster <3. Swanson, President, Marline Oil

Corporation

13. Harry G. Thode, Professor of Chemistry,
McMaster University

5. W. Maurice Young, Chairman, Finning Tracto:
& Equipment Company Limited



AECL Activities • Heavy water supply; building and
operating production plants and de-
velopment of heavy water technology.

• Research and development of nuclear • Radioisotope production and marketing;
energy; operation of laboratories and manufacture and sale of equipment
provision of nuclear consulting services. utilizing.radioisotopes.

Design and development of CANDU
nuclear power stations, including the
building and marketing of the plants.

Liaison in nuclear field with industry,
universities, other countries and
agencies.

AECL Installations
and Projects

1. Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

2. Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment

3. Power Projects

4. Commercial Products

5. Nuclear Power Demonstration

6. Douglas Point

7. Gentilly-2 and Gentilly-1 (right)

8. Glace Bay

9. LaPrade

10. Point Lepreau

11. Cordoba

12. Port Hawkesbury



1976-77 Electricity —The Nuclear Share

Nuclear power plants provided 19% of
Ontario Hydro's electricity requirements*

'Statistics in this report cover the fiscal year 1 April, 1976 to 31 March, 1977.



Fifteenth year of operation. 92 per cent
capacity factor (highest ever).

90 per cent capacity factor - April to
September. Shut down for reactor repair
in September. 1976.

4.444.000 MWh

4.431.000 MWh

4.431.000 MWh

4.355.000 MWh

Highest nuclear electricity production in
the world. Capacity factor 93 per cefif.-.
No detectable fuel defects. Produces
energy at approximately half the cost of
a comparable coal-fired plant. ç

First power to the grid on
14th January. 1977.

First powêf to the grid on
4th September, 1976.



13,000,000 kW of CANDU power stations
under construction or in operation

The Bruce Nuclear Power
Development occupies 2300 acres
on the Lake Huron shoreline. _^
Facilities include nuclear power
stations and heavy wate' produc-
tion plants. Total operating staff will
eventually reach over 3000 people. ___

The first two units of the Bruce
Nuclear Generating Station started
up in 1976 adding 1,500,000 kilo- '
watts to the Ontario Hydro supply. 0.

6

The operating CANDU stations continued
to amass an impressive record of perform-
ance. Capacity factors (i.e. the amount
of electricity produced as a percentage of
the theoretical maximum) for some units
again set world records.

This high performance was combined
with low operating costs. Ont?«io
Hydro's 2,000 MW Pickering station had
a total unit energy cost* for the year of 7.8
mills per kilowatt hour oi electricity, about
one half of what it would cost to produce
that electricity by burning coal at the
similarly sized Lambton station.

Ontario Hydro
Nineteen per cenf of Ontario's electricity
came from nuclear power in 1976/77.
The province's nuclear capacity was
increased by more than 50 per cent with
the start-up of the first two Bruce unit?. By
the end of the year both units were
authorized to product! their full electrical
capacity of 750 MW and, despite turbine
problems in early operation, Bruce had
produced over one billion kilowatt hours
of electricity.

The Pickering station operated at a
capacity factor of 93 per cent and the
four units ranked in the top five of the 67
nuclear units of comparable size in the
world.

The prototype Douglas Point operated
at 90 per cent capacity until it was shut
down for a planned repair to the reactor.
The NPD station, now in its fifteenth year
of operation achieved its highest ever
capacity for the year, 92 per cent.

Gentilly-1, the prototype for a system
which uses ordinary water as a cooiant in
place of heavy water was returned to
service after a long shutdown for modifi-
cation but further problems were encoun-
tered with the turbine.

•this figure combines capital, operating and fuel
costs to show actual cost of electricity.



Engineering at Power Projects con-
tinued for the remaining two Bruce A
units, the 2,000 MW Pickering B station
and the 3,000 MW Bruce B station.
Design studies and preliminary engineer-
ing for the Darlington A station (4 x850
MW) also proceeded.

600 MW CANDU
The program of design and construction
of the standardized 600 MW CANDU
stations has necessitated majoi realign
ment of Power Projects design organiza-

tion. This is now largely complete. The
lead project, Gentilly-2, is still scheduled
for first power in 1979 despite protracted
labour problems.

Other 600MW units under construc-
tion are at Point Lepreau in New Bruns-
wick, Cordoba in Argentina and Wolsung
in Korea. The Pickering B station will be
equipped with reactors of a similar design.
Much of the engineering for the 600MW
units has been transferred from the
Toronto offices of Power Projects to their
Montreal location.

Pickering is being doubled in size. The first four
units of the Ontario Hydro station near Toronto
have set world records in the production of
electricity.

Standardized 600 MW CANDU reactors like these
in the Dominion Bridge plant in Montreal are now
in production. Standardization will hold down
costs and improve fabrication times.

The lead project for the 600 MW CANDU is under
way at Gentilly in Quebec. Hydro-Quebec is
building tne station to an AECL/Canatom design.

World Leaders in Nuclear Electricity

U.S.A. 201.5 million MWh—197b A



25 Years of Nuclear Progress Atomic Energy of Canada Limited was
formed as a Crown Corporation in 1952
to operate the Chalk River Nuclear
Laboratories, which had been in existence
since 1945, and Commercial Products. In
the twenty-five years since then, nuclear
energy has developed into an important
factor in energy supply and in medical and
industrial applications. Some of the mile-
stones in this progress are shown in these
photos.

The atomic age begins. Nuclear
reactor buildings are erected at the

Chalk River site on the Ottawa River. Canada s
first reactor is housed in the white building. Behind
is the structure for NRX research reactor which is
still in operation today.

Cancer treatment using atomic energy begins in Canada.
The world's first commercial therapy unit using cobalt-60 was

installed at the London Clinic of the Ontario Cancer Foundation.

*f Q A 9 Canada enters the age of nuclear
I w w f c electricity with the start-up of the
Nuclear Power Demonstration station at Rolphton
near Chalk River. Ontario.

Canada at Geneva. First
of the United Nation's con-

ferences on the atom saw AECL mount a
major effort to promote peaceful uses of
atomic energy. Operating a therapy
machine is W. J. Bennett (President
AECL 1953-58). Chairman H. M. Turner of
Canadian General Electric Company
looks on.

The reactor for the 200.000 kW
Douglas Point, prototype for

the CANDU power reactor system arrives
on site at Lake Huron, Ontario.



4 Q C C AECL "goes west". The first reactor
l w w in Western Canada at AECLs White-

shell Nuclear Research Establishment is pre-
pared for start-up.

Dr. C.J.Mackenzie, first President
of AECL, recalls the beginnings of

the company in a ceremony at Chalk River to
commemorate the start-up of the ZEEP reactor.
first nuclear reactor to operate outside the United
States.

4 Q 7 C Glace Bay produces its first heavy
' ^ * " water. Operators Ray MacNeil, Edison
Clements and Ken Martin fill the first drum with the
vital ingredient for CANDU.

*f Q f i f i Canada's commitment to nuclear power is confirmed with a
' w W $7,500,000 investment in design and development facilities for

CANDU atSheridan Park, Ontario. Hon. Jean-Luc Pepin. Minister of Energy,
Mines and Resources and his provincial counterpart Hon. J. R. Simonett
shared the button pressing. Looking on are two AECL Presidents, right, J. L.
Gray, President 1958-74 and J. S. Foster, AECL's current President, then the
Vice-President, Power Projects.



Research in Atomic Energy

Nuclear Physics
Improvements were made to the MP
accelerator, one of the basic research tools
at Chalk River. Studies using this facility
may lead to an improved understanding
of the fission process which is the basis of
the whole atomic energy enterprise.

The TRIUMF accelerator in British
Columbia was also used in studies of
'spallation', a nuclear reaction involving
high energy beams of protons that might
be used to increase the extraction of
energy from nuclear fuel.

Advanced Fuel Cycles
Chalk River and Whiteshell are develop-
ing fuel cycles which will extract more
energy from uranium and thorium. Basic
properties of the fuels are studied as well
as techniques for fabrication and use. A
study of the conversion of the WR-1
reactor to thorium-plutonium oxide fuel
was made and fabrication techniques for
Uranium 233 explored.

Chemistry
Much of the work in this area was directed
to basic and applied research into heavy
water and its production. Research into
alternatives to the present method of
producing heavy water by hydrogen-
sulphide/water exchange has decreased.
Most of the work is now aimed at
improving the process to gain greater
efficiency and make the plants more
environmentally acceptable.

Biology
Research at Chalk River continued to
centre on the fundamental mechanism by
which radiation can cause cancers and
genetic defects. Much of the work is
concentrated on the repair of cells dam-
aged by radiation. Studies on the chronic
effects of low radiation doses on plant and
animal populations at Whiteshell con-
tinued for the fourth year. Work with
enzymes in reducing radiation damage to
living cells reached a point where it had
been approved for use in radiotherapy.

High speed camora is used to check flow in a tube
as part of fuel channel design work at Whiteshell.
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Chalk River's computing centre provides White-
shell and Power Projects with an integrated three
computer system.

A radioactive source is checked over a gamma
ray detector as p«:t ol a program to determine
purity of standards for radionuclides.

11



Development work
backs up CANDLJ system
No complex technology like nuclear
power could long survive without support
from a vigorous development program.
The CANDU design is backed by pro-
grams carried out at Chalk River, White-
shell and Power Projects laboratories. The
work represents a significant part of
AECL's overall effort.

Development can range from fast
response 'trouble shooting' in the operat-
ing plants themselves, through long term
studies of existing systems and com-
ponents in laboratory conditions to studies
for advanced nuclear systems still in the
design stage. A few examples of this work
are given to show the scope it covers.
Pickering pressure tube leaks. The
cause of the cracks which affected the
station in 1974/75 was diagnosed and'a
number of ways of circumventing the
problem devised. Work is proceeding to
gain a better understanding of the
combination of factors involved in crack
initiation and growth.
Douglas Point reactor repair. A
lengthy development program led up to
successful repair of heavy water leaks
from fittings on the reactor. All this work
had to be done by specially designed
remotely operated equipment.
Fuel for Bruce and the 600 MW
CANDUs was tested in the loops of the
NRU reactor. Test results indicate this new
design of fuel bundle has excellent
mechanical properties.
Advanced nuciear systems which
could greatly add to the use of nuclear fuel
resources are under investigation both in
AECL laboratories and through university
contracts.

Above. Fuel bundles are prepared for installation
in a test facility at Chalk Rivjr Nuclear Labora-
tories. Tests likethis help to ensure almost perfect
fuel performance in the power reactors.

Right. A fuelling machine for the 600 MW(e)
Gentilly-2 nuclear power station is assembled in
the Power Projects Development Laboratory. The
machine is tested under simulated operating
conditions before being shipped to the reactor
site.

12



Heavy Water — Production
and Plant Construction

AECL owns and operates two heavy
water production plants and is building a
third. Total production from these units,
when operating at nominal capacity, will
be 727.000 kilograms. (800 tons) per year
— enough heavy water to supply the
initial loading for an installation rate of
three 600MW reactors every two years.

A third plant is under construction in
Quebec with a nominal capacity equal to
that of the two Nova Scotia plants
combined.

Glace Bay
First heavy water was produced by this
plant on 15 June 1976. The plant has
been completely rebuilt by AECL with
CANATOM as consultant. By year-end
the plant had produced 69,000 kilograms
(76 tons) of heavy water.

Port Hawkesbury
AECL took over this 45.8 kilogram-an-
hour plant from Canadian General Elec-
tric in 1975. In the first full year of
operation by AECL, the plant produced
175,000 kilograms (192 tons) of heavy
water. The major cause of lost production
was damage to the main steam supply line
from the Nova Scotia Power
Corporation's plant. A capital improve-
ment program is underway.

The control room of the Port Hawkesbury Heavy
Water Plant.

La Prade
The 727.000 kilogram (800 ton) a year
plant at La Prade is now scheduled to go
into service in 1982.

Main towers are being erected and
much of the major equipment is on order
for this plant, near Gentilly on the south
shore of the St. Lawrence.

The Glace Bay Plant produced its first heavy water on June 15.1976.

Heavy Water Supply in Canada in Megagrams 1976-77 1Mg — 1.1 tons

Port Hawkesbury
175Mg

Glace Bay
69 Mg

Imported
28 Mg

Ontario Hydro
Bruce
695 Mg
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Radiation Equipment for
Medicine and Industry
AECL's Commercial Products, at South
March near Ottawa, develops and manu-
factures radiation equipment for medical
and industrial use. Three separate groups
make up the organization: Medical, Indus-
trial and Isotope Products. Total revenues
for 1976/77 were $20,179,000, an in-
crease of 26 per cent over the previous
year. Total orders received were
$26,390,000.

Medical Products
AECL's first linear accelerators for cancer
treatment went into operation in London,
Ontario, and Houston, Texas, during
the year. This equipment is a new venture
for AECL but already 17 units are on

order. The Medical Group also received
orders for 43 units using cobalt-60
sources.

Industrial Products
The main business continued to be
sterilization plants for medical products.
AECL received a U.S. order for the largest
such facility in the world during this year
and has now supplied over 50 per cent of
the units installed world-wide.

The expanding market has ensured
steady growth of demand for cobalt-60
and a continued effort is being made to
promote new applications in new areas
such as chemical synthesis, sewage irradi-
ation and the preservation of food.

Isotope Products
Large orders for molybdenum-99 used in
medical diagnosis highlighted the sales
record.

Slowpoke research reactors were
installed at Ecole Polytechnique in
Montreal, Dalhousie University at Halifax
and University of Alberta in Edmonton.

Cancer treatment using a Therac 6 linear accelerator is now carried out at the Ontario
Cancer Foundation in the Victoria Hospital, London, Ontario.

Sales Revenue

T o * * ' .
1973/7»;. ...$15,984,000
1ffWft«MM?«ft)6

Madlcal
Products

Industrial
Products

Isotopt
Products

-11
-10
- 9
- 8
- 7

6
S
4
3
S
1
0

A mini-computer is used to plan for radiotherapy.
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Safety and Environmental Research

The growth of thrf nuclear power program
in Canada as elsewhere in the world has
been accompanied by increasing public
concern with safety. Within AECL a
considerable technical effort is being
made on the two subjects of major public
concern, reactor safety and waste
management.

Intrinsically safe designs of power
reactors are obtained by the use of
redundant systems, defence in depth and
fail safe equipment. Such safety in design
is substantiated by experiments in equip-
ment such as the RD-4 and the RD-12
loops at Whiteshell. These facilities allow
loss of coolant accidents to be simulated
under actual operating conditions. During
the year work with the RD-4 loop was
completed and the RD-12 loop was
started up.

Work on various aspects of the
management of irradiated fuel, the stor-
age of wastes and advanced fuel cycles
continued. Underlying all this work is a
basic study of the environmental effects of
the nuclear fuel cycle. Computer pro-
grams have been developed for this study
and particular emphasis is being placed on
studies of the rocks of the Canadian Shield
as a suitable containment for nuclear
wastes. A program involving AECL, the
federal Department of Energy, Mines and
Resources, universities and consultants is
in progress. The most promising concept
for storage of high-level waste involves
fixing the waste in glass and placing it in
igneous rocks of the Canadian Shield.

Work also is being done on alternatives
to the present method of interim storage of
irradiated fuel under water in the nuclear
power plants. Concrete canisters loaded
with irradiated fuel are under study at
Whiteshell and this method appears to
offer a suitable alternative to wet storage.

Part of the storage bay for spent tuel at the
Pickering "A" Generating Station.

A prototype concrete canister for dry storage of
spent fuel at the Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment.

Reactor loss-ol-coolant accidents can be simu-
lated under actual operating conditions in this
loop at the Whiteshell laboratories.

15



OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL jS^jgftt! BUREAU DE L'AUDITEUR GÉNÉRAL

CANADA

The Honourable A. W. Gillespie, P.C., MR,
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Ottawa, Ontario.

I have examined the balance sheet of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited as at March 31,1977
and the statements of operations, retained earnings (deficit) and changes in financial position for
the year then ended. My examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards, and accordingly included such tests and other procedures as I considered necessary in
the circumstances.

As described in note 6 to the financial statements, the Company is carrying the full costs of
prototype nuclear power stations as plant and property on the balance sheet It is not known when
the stations might be sold or if the sales prices will provide full recovery of the costs.

In my opinion, subject to the effect of any adjustments to the financial statements which
may result from the ultimate resolution of the matter referred to above, these financial statements
give a true and fair view of the financial position of the Company as at March 31, 1977 and the
results of its operations and the changes in its financial position for the year then ended in accord-
ance with generally accepted accounting principles applied, after giving retroactive effect to the
change, with which I concur, to the accrual method for recording employees' termination benefits
as described in note 7, on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.

I further report that, in my opinion, proper books of account have been kept by the Company,
the financial statements are in agreement therewith and the transactions that have come under my
notice have been within its statutory powers.

I refer to paragraph 18.1 of my 1976 Report to the House of Commons concerning inade-
quate documentation in support of certain payments by the Company to sales agents. This matter
is being considered by the Public Accounts Committee. However, in order to discharge my legal
obligation under Section 77(1) of the Financial Administration Act, I now call it to your attention.

^<^h-
Ottawa, Ontario / " ^̂ ^N. /
June 22,1977 ( *"^ — ' Auditor General of Canada
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
Incorporated under the Canada Corporations Act

Balance Sheet
As at March 31, 1977
(in thousands of dollars)

ASSETS
Current assets:

Cash and short-term investments
Accounts receivable
Portion of long-term receivables due within one year
Inventories (note 2)
Costs of uncompleted contracts in excess of related billings

(note 3)
Prepaid expenses

Long-term notes and other receivables (note 4)
Investments (note 5)
Plant and property, per schedule 1

The accompanying notes and schedules are an integral part of the financial statements.

1977 1976

$ 1,848
46,942
8,186
66,607

1,526

125,109

437,909

604,097

408,655

$ 1,575,770

$ 42,572
• 29,332
7,615

39,217

3,642
642

123,020

327,250

580,626

368,815

$1,399,711

Approved on behalf of the Board

Director

Director
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Balance Sheet
As at March 31,1977
(in thousands of dollars)

LIABILITIES
Current liabilities:

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities
Loans by Canada — including current portion of long-term

obligations
Advance payments by customers
Billings on uncompleted contracts in excess of related costs

(note 3)
Provision for losses on uncompleted contracts (note 3)

Long-term obligation*, per schedule 2

SHAREHOLDER'S DEFICIENCY
Capital stock:

Authorized — 75,000 common shares of no par value
Issued — 54,000 common shares

Deficit

JO77

1,744,476

1976

( 47,353

28,780
4,219

35,931
170,000
286,283

1,458,193

$ 58,150

23,165
2,774

24,366

108,455
1,279,284

1,387,739

15,000
(183,706)
(168,706)

$ 1,575,770

15,000
(3,028)
11,972

$ 1,399,711
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Statement of Operations
Forthe Year Ended Mareh31,1977
(in thousands of dollars)

Revenue
Sales — commercial

—interdivisional
Interest
Rentals and miscellaneous

Expenses
Cost of sales
Selling
Administration
Interest
Engineering and design
Research, development and demonstration
Buildings and equipment
Provision for estimated losses (note 3)

Excess of expenses over revenue
Deduct: Funds provided by Parliamentary

appropriations
Balance added to deficit

Research and Utilization Program
Research, Development

and Demonstration
Operations

$ 12,584
54

1,699
4,515

18,852

5,507
522

106,955

112,984

94,132

92,917
$ 1,215

Capital

$

7,070

7,670

7,670

7,650
$ 20

The accompanying notes and schedules are an integral part of the financial statements.

Nuclear
Consulting

Services

$ 29,489
11,409
1,231

62
42,191

9,159

28,508

10,000
47,667

5,476

(3,810)
$ 9,286

i

Total

$ 42,073
11,463
2,930
4,577

61,043

14,666
522

28,508
106,955

7,670
10,000

168,321

107,278

96,757
$ 10,521
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Commercial Operation» Total Total

Commercial
Product*

$20,180

106
164

20,450

16,059
3,660
3,344

430

833

24,326
3,876

$ 3,876

Heavy Water
Projects

$19,507

19,507

29,530

1,768
7,790

30,000
69,088
49,581

13,300
$36,281

Nuclear
Power

Project*

$

130,000
130,000
130,000

$130,000

Total

$ 39,687

106
164

39,957

45,589
3,660
5,112
8,220

833

160,000
223,414
183,457

13,300
$170,157

1977

$ 81,760
11,463
3,036
4,741

101,000

45,589
3,660

19,778
8,742

28,508
107,788

7,670
170,000
391,735
290,735

110,057

$180,678

1976

$64,292
5,237
6,216
6,444

82,189

20,810
3,593

21,423
4,889

24,173
102,142

7,869

184,899
102,710

93,576
$ 9,134
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Statement off Retained Earnings (Deficit)
For the Year Ended March 31,1977
fin thousands of dollars)

Balance at beginning of year

As previously reported
Employees' termination benefits (note 7)
As restated

Interest on loans to finance prototype stations (note 6)

Interest previously capitalized
Interest not previously recorded

Parliamentary appropriation received in 1977

Balance from Statement of Operations
Balance at end of year

The accompanying notes and schedules are an integral part of the financial statements.

1977

$ 7,374
(10,402)

(3,028)

(15,814)
(69,677)

(85,491)
85,491

(180,678)

$ (183,706)

1976

$ 16,044
(9,938)

6,106

—

—

(9,134)

$ (3,028)

t
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Statement of Changes In Financial Position
For the Year Ended March 31,1977
(in thousands of dollars)

Source of Funds:

Increase in long-term obligations
Collection of investments, notes and mortgages

Application of Fund*:
Funds used through operations —

Excess of expenses over revenue
Deduct Depreciation on plant and property not requiring an outlay

of funds
Parliamentary appropriations received of $195,548,000 less
$85,491,000 used to repay interest on prototype loans (note 6)

Plant and property
Investments and long-term notes and mortgages
Repayment of long-term obligations

Decrease in working capital
Decrease (increase) in working capital is represented by:

Provision for losses on uncompleted contracts
Advance billings on uncompleted contracts in excess of related costs
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Cash and short-term investments
Accounts payable
Other current assets and liabilities — net

The accompanying notes and schedules are an integral part of the financial statements.

1977

$229,190
33,233

262,423

290,735

4,860

110,057

175,818
60,514

167,363
34,467

438,162

$ 175,739

$170,000
15,207

(17,610)
(27,390)
40,724

(10,797)
5,605

$175,739

1976

$293,315
35,375

328,690

102,710

3,611

93,576

5,523
161,041
145,230
19,505

331,299
$ 2,609

$ -
18,338

(12,844)
(18,660)
(34,414)
34,185
16,004

$ 2,609
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Notes to the Financial Statements
March 31,1977

1. Significant Accounting Policies
a) Long-term contracts: A significant portion of the

Company's commercial activities involve long-term
contracts which are accounted for as follows:
(i) Construction of nuclear power plants—Revenues

and costs on contracts to construct nuclear power
projects, part of the Company's Commercial
Operations, are recorded on the completed-
contract method. Under this method, sales and
cost of sales are recorded on substantial comple-
tion of the work. When project estimates indicate a
probable ultimate loss, full provision is recorded
against current operations.
Construction contracts in progress ar^ reported on
the balance sheet at accumulated costs (including
interdivisional charges of Nuclear Consulting
Services) less billings and provisions for losses, if
any. In accordance with industry practice, such
amounts have been included in current assets or
liabilities although a portion thereof may not be
realized or paid within one year. Construction costs
include direct materials, direct labour, construction
overhead and sub-contract costs,

(ii) Nuclear consulting services — Contracts with
provincial utilities for consulting engineering serv-
ices are recorded under the Company's Research
and Utilization Program. Revenues from such
contracts are recorded using the percentage-of-
completion method. When estimates indicate a
probable ultimate loss on a contract, the full
amount thereof is recorded as a provision against
current operations.

(Hi) Interdivisional sales—Nuclear Consulting Serv-
ices, part of the Company's Research and
Utilization Program, records revenue on the basis
of services rendered to Nuclear Power Projects,
part of the Company's Commercial Operations.
Such transactions are in respect of consulting
personnel and laboratory services provided on
construction projects. Charges for services are
designed to recover direct personnel costs and
other direct costs as well as an allowance for
overhead expenses.

(iv) Heavy water—Revenue on the sale of heavy
water is recorded at the time of delivery. Estimated
losses on fulfilling sales commitments are recorded
as provisions against current operations when
estimated production costs exceed respective sales
prices.

b) Research and development Expenditures for research
and development, including related plant and property,
are charged to operations in the year incurred.
Parliamentary appropriations received to finance these
activities are credited to operations.

c) Foreign currencies: Monetary assets and liabilities in
foreign currencies are recorded in Canadian dollars at
current exchange rates. Accumulated costs and billings
related to long-term contracts in foreign currencies are
recorded at historical month-end rates. Gains and
losses resulting from foreign currency transactions and
balances, which relate to long-term contracts, are
included in contract costs. Other foreign exchange
gains and losses are recorded in operations as incurred.

d) Inventory valuation: Heavy water and radiation
equipment and materials are carried in the inventory at
the lower of cost or estimated realizable value.
Maintenance and general supplies are carried at cost.

e) Investments and long-term notes: Interest on amounts
borrowed for investments and long-term notes is
accrued and added to the carrying value of the
respective assets. The carrying values are reduced by all
payments received.

f) Plant and property:
(i) Expenditures for research facilities are recorded as

program costs in the year of acquisition,
(ii) The costs of prototype nuclear power stations are

carried on the balance sheet without depreciation,
(iii) Otherassetsarecarriedonthcbalancesheetatcost

and are depreciated on a straight-line basis over the
estimated useful lives of the assets as follows:

I louses — 50 years
Buildings —20 to 40 years
Machinery and equipment—5 to 20 years
Heavy water plant — 25 years

Interest on amounts borrowed for capital construc-
tion is capitalized to the in-service date of the
respective assets. Prior to in-service dates, expen-
ditures in excess of amounts attributable to actual
production are deferred as start-up expenditures.

g) Comparative figures: Presentation of 1976 figures has
been amended to conform to the 1977 format.

2. Inventorie*
Inventories comprise the following: ($000.)

1977 1976
48,160 19,111

7,420 9,500
4,733 4,245
1,036 1,056
13,189 14,801

Maintenance and general supplies 5,258 5,305

66,607 39,217

Heavy water

Radiation equipment and materials
— Raw materials
— Work in process
— Finished goods
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3. Uncompleted Contracts
a) Export nuclear stations:

Under the terms of a contract effective April 11,1974,
as amended on February 18,1977, the Company
contracted together with its partner, Italimpianti —
Societa Italiana Impianti, Italy, to supply a 600
megawatt (electric) nuclear generating station to
Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica, Argentina.
The contract stipulates a firm price subject to adjust-
ment for escalation up to certain ceilings. On the basis
of a current forecast of the cost to complete this project,
and notwithstanding a material improvement in the
terms of the contract as amended in February, 1977,
the Company now estimates that it iwH incur a Joss of
approximately $130 million (including $22 million on
related heavy water) on completion of the Argentine
contract. Full provision for this estimated loss has been
made in the 1977 Statement of Operations.
Effective January 26,1976, the Company contracted
to supply a 600 megawatt (electric) nuclear power plant
to the Korea Electric Company. This contract stipulates
firm prices for the Canadian content of the nuclear
steam supply system with provision for adjustment for
escalation; the balance of the project, relating to the
non-nuclear portions of the station, is on a cost-
reimbursable basis.

b) Heavy water
Losses on fulfilling contractual sales commitments,
other than heavy water to be supplied to nuclear plants
presently under construction by the Company, are
estimated to be $30 million. Full provision has been
made for this estimated toss in the 2977S(atemenrof
Operations.

c) Nuclear consulting services:
Cost estimates to complète outstanding contractual
commitments exceed recoverable amounts by $ 10
million. Full provision has been made for this estimated
loss in the 1977 Statement of Operations.
Summary of uncompleted long-term contracte:

($000.)
1977 1976

Billings in accordance with
contract terms

Deduct Construction costs
incurred to March 31

Billings in excess of costs
Provision for estimated losses

Nuclear plants
Heavy wdier
Consulting services

164,565 84,673

128,634 63,949
35,931 20,724

130,000 —
30,000 —
10,000 —

170,000 —

4. Long-Term Notes and Other Receivables
The portion of notes and other receivables not due within
one year represents the following: <nnn«i

1977 1976
a) Notes receivable from Ontario

Hydro for the sale of the Bruce
heavy water plant. Interest at
7.795% is included in the monthly
payments of $2,102,987 to
December 28,1992. 222,469 230,308

b) Notes receivable, bearing interest
rates of 715/16% to 10%, from
Hydro-Quebec for advances
made by the Company to assist in
financing the construction of Gen-
iilly-2 nuclear generating station.
Interest is received semi-annually
and repayments on principal will
commence after the plant in-
service date and will be based on
an amortization period of 25 years
at a weighted average interest
rate. Maximum loan authorizatior
is approved at $151.0 million. 110,000 51,000

c) Notes receivable, bearing in-
terest of 9 5/8% to 10 1/8%,
from the New Brunswick Elec-
tric Power Commission for ad-
vances made by the Company
to assist in financing construc-
tion of the Lepreau nuclear
generating station. Repayment
of advances plus accrued in-
terest will commence after the
plant in-service date and will be
based on an amortization
period of 25 years at a weighted
average interest rate. Maximum
loan authorization (including
accrued interest) is approved at
$350.0 million. 79,981 30,420

d) Mortgages receivable on houses
sold, at interest rates ranging from
5% to 10% per annum and
amortized over periods up to
30 years. 6,842 7,380

e) Lease-purchase options due from
foreign governments and com-
panies, interest rates range from
6% to 10% with terms of up to
12 years. 18,617 8,142

437,909 327,250
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

5. Investment*
Investments totalling $604.1 million comprise the
following:
a) Nelson River transmission line

Under a lease agreement dated February 15,1966,
between Canada and Manitoba, certain transmission
facilities were built by the Company. Manitoba Hydro
assumed responsibility for the operation and mainte-
nance of the facilities on January 1,1974, and
commenced lease payments in 1975. The annual
payments are designed to repay the cost of the facilities,
together with interest thereon at 5 5/8% per annum,
over a 50 year period. The interest accruing is expected
to exceed lease payments in the early years and the
difference will increase the Company's investment
Management estimates that future payments will fully
recover the Company's investment.

b) Pickering nuclear generating station
Ontario Hydro, the Province of Ontario and the
Company are parties to a joint undertaking for the
construction and operation of Units 1 and 2 of Pickering
nuclear generating station, with ownership of these
units being vested in Ontario Hydro. Ontario Hydro is
committed to make payments over a period terminat-
ing in 2001 to each of the parties in proportion to their
capital contributions. These payments represent the
difference between operating and maintenance costs of
the two Pickering units and the total cost, including a
capital amortization charge, that would be involved if
the energy generated by Pickering Units 1 and 2 had
been produced by the first two coal-fired units at
Lambton. Management estimates that future payments
will fully recover the Company's investment.

c) Glace Bay heavy water plant
Under a project authorization of $289.3 million, the
Company has undertaken a program of rehabilitation
of the plant which is owned by Deuterium of Canada
Limited. Rehabilitation expenditures inclined during
the year, including accrued interest and start-up costs
total $25.3 million; these expenditures have been
deferred. The Company is now commissioning the
plant as an operating unit and contractual arrange-
ments with Deuterium of Canada Limited are under
discussion.

6. Prototype Nuclear Power Station*
The Douglas Point and Gentilly-1 prototype stations were
built primarily to provide information and demonstrate the
suitability of the CANDU system. Included in the carrying
costs of the prototype stations are expenditures relating to
the Company's Research, Development and Demonstra-
tion program.

The Douglas Point prototype station is operated under an
agreement with Ontario Hydro and the Gentilly-1 station is
operated under an agreement with Hydro-Quebec.
Ontario Hydro and Hydro-Quebec are committed, under
contract, to offer to purchase the respective stations at a
price which is economically viable to the Utilities when the
stations have been demonstrated to be a safe and
dependable source of power. It is not known when the
sales might take place or if the sales prices will provide full
recovery of the costs.

During the year the Company obtained a Parliamentary
appropriation of $85.5 million to cover accrued interest to
March 31,1977, on loans used to finance the prototype
reactors. The Company is also requesting a revision to the
terms of these loans to make them non-interest bearing as
of April 1,1977. The amount of the appropriation has
been credited to the deficit account Interest during
construction totalling $15.8 million, which was previously
capitalized, was written off in 1977 and charged to the
deficit account. Interest of $69.7 million accruing after the
in-service dates had not been recorded in the accounts
and has been charged to the deficit account in 1977.
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7. Employees' Termination Benefits
During 1976-77 the Company adopted the policy of
recording in its accounts a provision for termination
benefits accruing to employees. This accounting policy has
been applied retroactively and resulted in increasing the
loss on operations for 1976 by $464,200 over the amount
previously reported. For years prior to 1976 operating
losses increased by $9.9 million and the retained earnings
at March 31,1975, were decreased by that amount
Previously, the Company had expensed actual payments
in the year of termination or retirement

8. Major Commitments
a) In July 1969, the Company entered into a contract with

Ontario Hydro whereby the Company is committed to
purchase all of the Cobalt-60 produced at the Pickering
generating station for a period of 30 years from the
in-service date (1971) of the installation. At March 31,
1977, the inventory value of Cobalt-60 has been
reduced by $3 million to a level considered appropriate
for the business cycle. This write down of $3 million
has been recorded under cost of sales, Commercial
Products. At March 31,1977, no additional provision
has been reflected in the accounts relative to any
potential imbalance from future purchases arising
under the contract.

b) The Company is constructing a 725 metric-ton-per-
year heavy water plant known as La Prade, near
Gentilly, Quebec. Capital expenditures including inter-
est during construction up to March 31,1977 total
$166.7 million. Restraint in 1976 and 1977 with
respect to government expenditure approvals has
necessitated revisions to the construction schedule. The
estimated cost of the plant will be significantly higher
than the 1974 total project authorization of $453
million. The cost of the project is currently under
review.

9. Supplementary Information
a) During the year, the Company's Board of 13 directors

received aggregate remuneration as directors of
$14,000 (1976—$14,400). The Company has 11
officers, two of whom are also directors. The aggregate
remuneration received by these officers and by a past
officer amounted to $485,000 (1976 — $397,000).

b) The Company has for many years employed agents
and representatives to market its products, such as
medical and industrial applications of nuclear technol-
ogy, and nuclear power plants on a world wide basis.
During the year remuneration and expenses paid to 43
sales agents and representatives, as follows, aggregated
$17,353,732: C.G.R. do Brazil, Brazil; General Bectric
Co., U.S.A.; C.G.R. MeV, France; C.G.R. Generay,
Italy; Marubeni Corporation, Japan; Equipo Para
Hospitales S.A., Mexico; G.EC. Electrical Products
(Pry) Limited, South Africa; General Bectric Espanola,
Spain; G.EC. Medical Equipment Limited, England;
Kamol Sukoso) Company Limited, Thailand; C.G.R.
Benelux, Belgium; International General Electric
Company (India) Private Limited, India; Equipamentos
Cientificos Do Brasil Limited, Brazil; Labkar Company
Limited, Iran; General Electric De Colombia SA,
Colombia; Spring Port Taiwan Limited, Taiwan; A.B.
Atomenergi, Sweden; E Comm Australia Pty. Limited,
Australia; Geveke Elektronka, Germany; Gammaster,
Netherlands; Hamco Commercial S.C.R.L., Peru;
Tamathe S.R.L, Argentina; Koch & Sterzel C.G.R.,
Germany; The China Engineers Limited, Hong Kong;
C.H.F. Mueller A.G., Germany; Dr. Serafettin Ve
Ortaklari Ticaret Limited, Turkey; High Energy and
Nuclear Equipment S.A., Switzerland; Societa Lom-
barda Di Televisione S.PA, Italy; China National
Chemicals Import & Export Corporation, Peoples
Republic of China; Roberto L Lannes, Uruguay;
Kostas Karayannis, Greece; General Machinery Com-
pany Ltd., Chile; Amtraco Corporation, Indonesia;
The General Bectric Company of Singapore Private
Limited, Singapore; Arab Trading and Engineering
Office, Syria; Costa Rica Dental and Medical Supply
Co., Costa Rica; Electrische Nijverheids-Instalaties,
Belgium; International Machinery Co. (Bolivia) S.A.,
Bolivia; Atomed Equipamento Nuclear Ltda., Brazil;
Distributora National C.A., Venezuela; Servidos Eec-
tronicos Int, Puerto Rico; United Development Incor-
porated, Israel and Gebhart Y Asociados, Mexico,

c) The Company is subject to restraint under the
Anti-Inflation Act with respect to certain of its prices and
profit margins and the compensation of its employees.
In the opinion of management all steps necessary for
compliance have been taken.
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Atomic Energy of Canada Limited

Plant and Property
As at March 31,1977
(in thousands of dollars)

Research Facilities
Chalk River—

Land and land services
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
NRU reactor
Construction in progress

Whiteshell —
Land and land services
Buildings
Machinery and equipment
WR-1 reactor
Construction in progress

Rolphton—
Nuclear Power Demonstration

Reactor

Prototype Nuclear Stations
Douglas Point
Gentilly-1

Heavy Water Plants
Port Hawkesbuiy —

Plant and equipment
Capital improvements in progress

LaPrade —
Construction in progress

Housing Project*
Deep River, Ontario
Pinawa, Manitoba

Power Projects — Sheridan Park
Land and land services
Design engineering building
Development laboratory
Machinery and equipment
Construction in progress

Commercial Products — Ottawa
Land and land services
Buildings
Machinery and equipment

Total

Cost

$ 4,335
36,156
62,094
67,594

1,396

4,156
17,491
19,529
19,252

557

25,708
258,268

69,847
87,531

157,378

75,068
3,433

78,501

166,700

245,201

1,602
2,506
4,108

455
2,573
3,548

11,919
1,914

20,409

384
11,815
6,867

19,066
$ 704,430

Amounts
Written Off

Under Research
Program

$ 4,335
36,156
62,094
57,240

1,396

4,156
17,491
19,529
19,252

557

25,708
247,914

455

3,548
11,919
1,914

17,836

$265,750

Accumulated
Depreciation

$

10,354

10,354

6,339

6,339

6,339

856
630

1,486

1,319

1,319

5,645
4,882

10,527
$ 30,025

Schedule 1

Net Book
Value

$

69,847
87,531

157,378

68,729
3,433

7?,162

166,700

238,862

746
1,876

2,622

1,254

1,254

384
6,170
1,985
8,539

$408,655
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Long-Term Obligations
As at March 31,1977
(in thousands of dollars)

LOANS BY CANADA
Heavy Water Plante

Glace Bay
Port Hawkesbury
LaPrade
Total

Prototype Nuclear Station*
(note 6)
Douglas Point
Gentilly-1
Total

Loan* to Utilities
Gentilly-2 Nuclear Station
Lepreau Nuclear Station
Bruce Heavy Water Plant
Other

Total
Heavy water inventory
Commercial buildings

Deduct current portion

Weighted
Average

Interest Rate

8.11%
8.03%
9.33%

5.10%
7.02%

9.25%
9.93%
7.57%
6.11%

6.00%
5.94%

LONG-TERM LOANS BY CANADA
OTHER

Port Hawkesbury Heavy Water
Plant

Provision for Employee
Termination Benefits

TOTAL LONG-TERM OBUGATIONS

1977

Principal

$ 220,291
38,000

137,000
395,291

69,848
87,571

157,419

110,000
74,100

229,834
274,311

688,245
10,000
16,765

$1,267,720

Outstanding
Interest

$ 175
5,397

18,970

24,542

—

—

5,881

118,611

124,492

—

$149,034

Total

$ 220,466
43,397

155,970

419,833

69,848
87,571

157,419

110,000
79,981

229,834
392,922

812,737

10,000
16,765

1,416,754

8,780

1,407,974

40,029

10,190
$1,458,193

Long-term obligations with regular amortization and/or specified maturities are repayable as follows (SOOO's):
1979—$13,086; 1980 — $31,208; 1981 — $29,916; 1982 — $32,520; subsequent to 1982 — $719,964.
Long-term obligations not subject to regular amortization and no definite maturity dates — $631,499.

Schedule 2

1976

Total

$ 182,852
37,375

107,252

327,479

77,135
90,228

167,363

51,000
30,419

237,247
395,946

714,612

10,000
17,519

1,236,973

8,165

1,228,808

40,073

10,403
$1,279,284
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Atomic Energy, Society and the Environment

The importance of international collabora-
tion has long been recognized by atomic
energy agencies as fundamental to the
advancement of their research and
development activities. The concept of
free exchange of information among
scientists has always been an accepted
principle but it was recognized that control
mechanisms were needed and for this
purpose agencies such as the International
Atomic Energy Agency were established.
The IAEA has two objectives: to accelerate
and enlarge the contribution of atomic
energy to peace, health and prosperity
throughout the world and to ensure that
assistance provided by its members or
under its supervision is not used in such a
way as to further military purposes.
Canada was one of the charter members
of the IAEA and has supported the
Agency's activities as a member state for
two decades.

The IAEA's system of safeguards pro-
vides an opportunity for states to inter-
nationalize safeguarding activities and to
augment existing bilateral safeguards
agreements. Accordingly, as the Agency's
safeguards system has developed, most
of the bilateral safeguards agreements that
Canada had entered into have been
transformed into trilateral agreements in
which the IAEA, as a party, administered
the safeguards.

The Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of
Nuclear Weapons (NPT) in July 1968
added a new dimension to the Agency's
safeguards activities as all non-nuclear
weapon states party to the Treaty agreed
to enter into agreements with the Agency
to verify that Treaty obligations were
fulfilled with a view to preventing diver-
sion of nuclear materials from peaceful
purposes. About 100 countries including
Canada have ratified the NPT. The
nuclear weapon states parties to the
Treaty are the U.S.A., U.K. and U.S.S.R.

Canada's long-standing concern about
the proliferation of nuclear weapons and
support of international safeguards led to
early ratification of NPT and the placing of
all Canadian nuclear activities under
Agency safeguards in conformity with
Treaty obligations. In keeping with non-
proliferation objectives, Canadian safe-
guards requirements on the export of
Canadian nuclear equipment, technology
and uranium are the most stringent of
those applied by supplier states.

Safeguards
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, in
co-operation with the Atomic Energy
Control Board and the International
Atomic Energy Agency, is developing and
testing instrumented safeguards systems
for all types of CANDU reactors to
supplement existing IAEA inspection
techniques. These safeguards systems will
be applied by the IAEA to CANDU
reactors wherever they are built, in
Canada or abroad, to give added assur-
ance that they are being used only for
peaceful purposes.

The major concern in safeguarding
reactors is the plutonium contained in the
spent fuel and much of the work is aimed
at detecting any diversion of the fuel
bundles after irradiation. Techniques are
being developed by the IAEA for general
use and others are being developed
within AECL to suit the specific needs of
CANDU.

Briefly, the safeguards systems being
developed follow these lines. As each

spent fuel bundle is discharged from the
reactor, an instrument automatically
monitors and records the event. Similarly,
the arrival of the fuel in the storage pool at
the reactor site is verified. To ensure that
the bundles in the pool are not dummies
or unirradiated ones, a device has been
developed which can detect the radiation
originating from any individual bundle.
With this device, an inspector could verify
all the bundles in the storage pool at a rate
of about 600 a day. Because CANDU
bundles are small and are continuously
being removed from the reactor, the spent
fuel bundles accumulate in the pools at a
high rate, about 40 a day at Pickering.
Periodically, the spent fuel bundles in the
pool are collected together in stacks,
covered with a metal cage and closed with
seals, each of which has a unique
"fingerprint". Once this is done, only the
stacks have to be monitored and not the
individual bundles, since any attempt to
remove fuel must break the unique seal.

The fuel storage bay and all possible
routes by which spent fuel bundles could
be removed from the reactor and its
containment are monitored by tamper-
proof movie or television cameras. In
radioactive areas, photographs which
include the date and time are taken
automatically on a regular or random
basis. In others, where radioactivity is less
likely, the cameras are triggered by motion
or by any radiation field. Regular sur-

veillance of the film records by IAEA
inspectors can then provide timely warn-
ing of any attempt to divert the spent fuel
a:.d hence the plutonium it contains.

Testing of the techniques being de-
veloped is done at the laboratory sites.
However, a major component in the
program is an extended and thorough test
of both the equipment and the safeguards
system on an operating power reactor.
This is being done at the Douglas Point
Generating Station. From the results of
the tests so far, t ie IAEA have confirmed
the efficacy of the instrumented safe-
guards techniques we are developing.

Safeguards techniques have also been
developed for the dry storage of irradiated
fuel. This method of storing fuel is being
considered for the medium-term storage,
possibly 50 years, of spent fuel.

II!

Checking a prototype pholo-surveillance camera.
designed for use in international safeguards. Two
such cameras are now installed in the spent fuel
storage area at the Douglas Point Generating
Station.
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Scuba divers W. Merritt (left) and D. Champ of the
Environmental Research Branch bring up sedi-
ment samples from the Ottawa River at CRNL.

As confidence in the efficacy of the
instrumentation grows, the techniques will
be applied to all Canadian designed
power and research reactors. Develop-
ment work will be maintained to improve
safeguards techniques and the methods
by which they can be applied.

Reactor Safety Research:
Thermodynamics Aspects
CANDU reactors are designed to
protect the public from the radioactive
by-products of fission. To satisfy the
licensing regulations of the Atomic Energy
Control Board, the protective systems
performance must be demonstrated for
various hypothetical accidents. The objec-
tive of the reactor safety research program
is to provide the experimental and theoret-
ical backup necessary to ensure that
CANDU reactor systems meet these
regulations as designs evolve.

A postulated loss of coolant due to a
rupture in the primary heat transport
system is the design basis for many of the
protective systems. Computer codes
RODFLOWand RAMA have been de-
veloped to calculate the system thermo-
hydraulic behaviour during such an acci-
dent. The models predict heat transfer and
flow rates, and pressure, temperature and
density of the steam-water mixture
throughout the primary circuit. These
models have been developed and veri-
fied over a range of conditions, and
checked against experiments on systems
which have the essential geometric and

physical characteristics of the reactor heat
transport system. The facilities used are
the pressurized recirculating water loops
at WRNE which have circuit layouts
representative of the essential features of a
CANDU reactor heat transport system.

Experiments were completed on RD-4
during 1976. Predictions of the ROD-
FLOW and RAMA codes are in good
agreement with the experimental data
obtained and demonstrate the credibility
of the integrated analysis on a small scale.
Experiments are currently under way on
the larger scale RD-12 loop which oper-
ates at reactor pressures and temperatures
and thus provides a more accurate
simulation of reactor conditions. The
planned experimental program will be
complete in 1980.

Environmental Assessment of the
Nuclear Fuel Cycle
A major objective of AECL is an environ-
mental assessment of the nuclear fuel
cycle. Some of the tools for accomplish-
ing this objective are being developed at
Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establish-
ment at Pinawa. Research to date has
indicated that, if radiation and radio-
nuclide releases are limited to the extent
necessary to protect man, the effect on the
environment will be negligible. Conse-
quently, the basic criterion with respect to
the release of radionuclides is a limitation
on the uptake of radionuclides by man.
Various methods can be used to estimate
the rate of movement of emitted radio-
nuclides through the environment, lead-
ing eventually to man, and the degree of
attenuation associated with the various
pathways by which the transfers occur.
Pathways considered include the atmos-
phere, surface waterways, groundwater.
and those through the biosphere via roots,
leaves, crops and animals.

The detailed calculation of the move-
ment of all radionuclides by all pathways
from a facility is impractical. However, it is
useful to model a reasonable representa-
tion of the system to identify important
radionuclides and pathways, and to esti-
mate the total effect. A set of computer
programs has been developed for this
purpose.
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Particular attention is now being di-
rected to the pathways from a proposed
disposal site in crystalline rock in the
Canadian Shield. This involves develop-
ing an understanding of, and techniques
for the evaluation of, the transfer of
radionuclides via solution transport
through cracked rock. Both experiments
and calculations have commenced. The
experimental programs measure equilib-
rium relationships between solutions and
rocks, and model the dynamic processes
actually occurring in the facility.

Storage of Irradiated
Reactor Fuel
The spent fuel from CANDU reactors is at
present stored safely and retrievably in
water pools. For the past three years,
WNRE has been developing and demon-
strating a possible alternative, a dry
storage concept called the concrete canis-
ter. The canister is a thick-walled concrete
monolith containing baskets of fuel in the
dry state. Four canisters were designed
and constructed. Two containing electric
heaters, to simulate spent fuel, have
operated at conditions far more severe
than expected in actual service. Two
canisters were loaded with irradiated fuel,
one containing bundles of non-uniform
decay heat and the other containing
bundles of non-uniform decay heat in a
non-symmetrical radial and axial array.
Results to date show the concrete canister
concept to be a viable alternative to water
pools.

Health Physics support work on the
canister demonstration program has in-
volved studies of direct and indirect
radiation from unshielded irradiated fuel,
radiation protection evaluation during fuel
shipping, transfer and storage, and an
evaluation of the canister shielding.

With the aid of a high activity cobalt-60
source, it has been shown that the
canisters at WNRE are free from ir-
regularities in the concrete shielding. In
addition, the effective reduction in radia-
tion intensity by the shielding has been
determined. By coupling these measure-
ments with exposure rates from un-
shielded and shielded nuclear fuel, the
viability of the concrete canisters was
proved from both the fabrication and the
radiation safety viewpoints.

Observation of a shipment of 360
irradiated fuel bundles from Douglas Point
to WNRE, a distance of 2000 km, showed
that no defects were induced during

handling or transit. This fuel, together with
fuel from WR-1, has been loaded into the
canisters. The total absorbed radiation
dose for all personnel involved in all
aspects of this program was found to be
small ( 1.3 rem). These detailed measure-
ments will permit accurate man-rem
projections for future fuel transfer and
storage.

Waste Management
The development of techniques leading to
the permanent disposal of low-level
radioactive wastes at nuclear generating
stations is continuing at CRNL. Dilute
liquid wastes are being concentrated by
reverse osmosis and then immobilized in
bitumen. A similar treatment is applied to
the ash resulting from incinerating com-
bustible radioactive wastes.

A waste treatment centre incorporating
these techniques is under construction at
CRNL. The centre will serve as a proving
ground for Canadian designed and man-
ufactured equipment, as well as an
advanced facility for converting CRNL
wastes to a form well suited for disposal.

Since established waste management
areas and expertise on environmental
effects were already located at CRNL,
AECL agreed to receive for disposal the
contaminated materials removed in the
first stage of the clean-up of the town of
Port Hope. AECL staff also contributed to
studies aimed at identifying other regional
sites suitable for engineered disposal of
the remainder of the Port Hope material
and other comparable industrial radio-
active wastes.

Subsurface Disposal of
Nuclear Wastes
Work on the permanent disposal of high
level radioactive wastes in geological
formations is continuing at WNRE in
collaboration with the Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources, universities
and consultants. The emphasis is on
developing a repository in igneous rocks
of the Canadian Shield and methods for
evaluating potential sites are being de-
veloped. A preliminary conceptual design
study of a nuclear waste repository has
been performed. Salt deposits constitute a
possible alternative to igneous rock. A
study of all salt deposits in Canada has
been completed and three regions are
being examined further.

A loop which simulates the operating conditions of
pressure and température in a CANDU reactor is
used to study the effects of a loss-of-coolant
accident.
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Nuclear Power

The excellent performance of Pickering
and the successful start-up of the first two
units of the Bruce Generating Station
were the highlights of a year in which an
unusually cold winter snap emphasized
the reliablity and economic advantages of
nuclear electricity.

In 1976-77 Pickering provided 16
per cent of Ontario Hydro's power
requirements. The total unit energy cost at
Pickering was 7.8 mills per kilowatt-hour
and the lifetime total unit energy cost is an
estimated 8.5 mills per kilowatt-hour. This
is approximately one-half the cost of
operating the coal-fired Lambton
Generating Station if it were run on base-
load operations.

POWER PLANT PERFORMANCE

Pickering 'A'
Pickering Generating Station once again
produced more electricity in one year than
any other nuclear plant in the world,
delivering 17,661,000 megawatt-hours to
the Ontario Hydro grid in 1976-77.

The capacity factors for the four
units during 1976-77 were 93.7.93.8,
93.8 and 92.5 per cent — an average of
93.4 per cent. The four units ranked in the
top five of the 67 nuclear installations of
comparable size around the world. Life-
time capacity for Pickering (excluding a
six-month strike in 1972) is 77 per cent.

In April 1976, Unit 4 was shut down
for three weeks to repair some metallic
seals in the fuel channels which had
corroded during the extended shutdown
the previous year, when 52 pressure tubes
were replaced. Performance during the
remainder of 1976-77 was excellent for all
units, with only four short shutdowns for
inspection and maintenance.

Fuel performance in Pickering is also
excellent. There were no defects dis-
charged during 1976. The cumulative
defect rate since Unit 1 reactor started up
in February 1971 is 0.15 per cent. There
have been only 110 defects out of the
74,120 fuel bundles loaded — a total of
more than two million elements and four
million closure welds.

Bruce 'A'
The Unit 2 reactor started up for the first
time on 27 July 1976. First steam was
supplied to the turbine on 30 August and
the unit was synchronized to the grid on 4
September. During initial operation elec-
trical generation was limited to 55 mega-
watts gross due to turbine governor valve
vibration problems. In December these
problems were corrected and by year-end
the unit was operating steadily at 63 per
cent of reactor power (540 megawatts
gross). On 10 February 1977, the first
on-power refuelling operation was carried
out successfully when one of the channels
was refuelled with eight bundles.

Unit 1 reactor started up for the first
time on 17 December 1976. In mid-
January 1977 the turbine generator was
loaded to 40 megawatts, but was subse-
quently shut down because of turbine-
bearing problems. These problems were
resolved and in February 1977, the
Atomic Energy Control Board authorized
Ontario Hydro to operate Units 1 and 2 at
88 per cent of reactor power, thus
allowing each unit to produce its full
electrical output of 750 megawatts. Bruce
'A' is designed to supply steam to the
heavy water plants as well as electricity to
the Ontario Hydro grid.

A unique feature in the arrangement of

the heat transport system equipment —
the capability to change the main pump
motors while the unit remains on power—
was demonstrated during the startup.

The turbine building oi the Bruce Generating
Station A'. In the foreground is one of the four
750-megawatt turbine-generator sets.

Loading fuel manually into the Unit 2 reactor of the
Bruce Generating Station 'A' prior to start-up in
July 1976.
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Douglas Point
The 200-megawatt Douglas Point Station
operated at a capacity factor of 90 per cent
from the beginning of 1976 until a
planned shutdown in early September.

During the operating period, 65 per
cent of the energy was supplied as steam
to the Bruce Heavy Water Plant and the
remainder was fed as electricity to the
Ontario Hydro grid.

During the shutdown, two major re-
pairs to the calandria were carried out.
These were necessary to correct heavy
water leaks and involved complex jobs
using sophisticated remotely controlled
equipment in high radiation fields.

NPD
The NPD generating station, now in its
15th year of operation, in 1976-77
achieved a net capacity factor over 92 per
cent for its best ever operating year.
Together with this high operating effi-
ciency, the reactor continued to be an
important vehicle for tests of reactor
systems, experimental irradiation of new
fuels, and a training ground for reactor
operations.

Occasionally fuel bundles discharged
from NPD have elements separated from
the end plates: such damage caused in the
handling of the irradiated fuel detracts

Above. Control room of the Bruce Generating
Station 'A' where the reactors, turbine-generators
and fuelling machines are controlled and
monitored.

Right. Douglas Point nuclear power station (fore-
ground) atthe Bruce Nuclear Power Development
supplies steam for the Bruce Heavy Water Plant
'A' in background and power to Ontario Hydro's
grid. Under construction (dark towers) are Bruce
B' and D' heavy water plants.

from the value of long-term tests of
experimental fuel. The problem was
traced to the buffer at trie bottom of the
fuel discharge chute. Tests with a mock-up
of the chute at CRNL using specially
instrumented fuel bundles showed that
eccentric impact loads over-stressed some
element-to-end plate welds. A new buffer
is being designed.

Gentilly-1
Commissioning of the prototype
CANDU-BLW Station continued through
most of the year as modifications were
installed to provide independence in the
shutdown systems and a turbine and
governor valve overriding control to
prevent serious steam pressure transients
following turbine trips.

In December, the plant was restarted
and in January limited operation at 118
megawatts was achieved. The niant was
subsequently shut down to permit a
realignment of the turbine.

Gentilly-1 was built to demonstrate the
use of boiling light water as an alternative
to the use of heavy water as a coolant or
heat transfer medium. In other CANDU
stations heavy water transports heat from
the reactor to steam generators. Gentilly-1
has also served as a training facility for
Hydro-Québec staff.

ENGINEERING SERVICES

Bruce 'A*
Construction work on Units 3 and 4
advanced satisfactorily. The only major
delay resulted from late delivery of the
steam drums. On Unit 3, the heat
transport circuit piping was completed and
the main moderator system was turned
over to Operations in January 1977. The
Unit 4 feeders were installed and installa-
tion of the heat transport and main
moderator circuits is proceeding.

Unit 3 is expected to produce its first
electricity early in 1978; first electricity
from Unit 4 is predicted for early 1979.

Ontario Hydro is proceeding with the
engineering of an extension to the fuel
handling system to accommodate a third
trolley. The extension will include a fuel
handling equipment service area, located
at the east end of the fuelling machine
duct. As well as supplying electricity to the
grid, Bruce 'A' will provide steam for the
heavy water production plants. Construc-
tion of the steam transformer plant is in
progress and commissioning is expected
to commence in the summer of 1977.
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Gentilly-2
This station, the first of the CANDU-600
standard units, is being built by Hydro-
Québec on a site adjacent to Gentilly-1.
near Trois-Rivières.

Despite a protracted period of labour
difficulties, site construction is well ad-
vanced. Most of the major equipment in
the nuclear steam supply system has been
delivered and the calandria. the first steam
generator and the pressurizer have been
installed. The steam generator, the first of
four, is the largest ever built in Canada.

First electricity is expected in late 1979.

Pickering 'B'
Engineering services for the Pickering 'B'
Station have been building rapidly
towards a peak.

Construction work is proceeding on

schedule. By 31 March, the Units 5 and
6 reactor buildings were essentially com-
plete except for their domes and steel
work on the auxiliary turbine building was
in progress. The calandria for Unit 5, the
first of the four units in the 'B' Station, was
scheduled for delivery in May 1977.

Pickering 'B' is virtually a duplicate of
Pickering A' except that the reactor
design is based on that of the standard
600-megawatt unit.

Bruce 'B'
The Ontario Hydro Board approved the
project schedule for Bruce 'B' and en-
gineering work at AECL cortinued to that
end.

Bruce 'B" is a repeat of Bruce 'A', with
certain defined changes. One major
alteration is a change to steam generators

with integral steam drums instead of the
common steam drum that was used in
Bruce "A". The other significant change is
the use of adjusters instead of booster rods
to provide extra reactivity following a
shutdown.

The first unit is scheduled to go into
operation in 1983.

Point Lepreau
The 600-megawatt Point Lepreau
Generating Station is being built by the
New Brunswick Electric Power Commis-
sion and is scheduled for operation in
1980.

During the year, construction of the
main structures proceeded. Work has also
continued on permanent site services such
as roads, a bridge-causeway, fresh water
supply dam. pipelines, the main site
switchyard and transmission line inter-
connections.

Installation of major equipment of the
nuclear steam supply system will com-
mence during the summer of 1977.

Since the design of the nuclear steam
supply system is essentially identical to
that of Gentilly-2, much of the engineering
work has been transferred to the Power
Projects Montreal Office.

The 285-lon re \.tor vessel tor the 600-megawatt
Gentilly-2 nuclear power station arrived at the site
on 23 November 1976.

Two of the four reactor buildings of Pickering B
under construction. The structural work on the
right will house, among other facilities, the control
room for this four-unit 2.160-megawatt nuclear
station.
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Darlington 'A'
The Darlington A' Station is proposed for
a site near Bowmanville on Lake Ontario.

The design concept is a four 850-
megawatt unit station similar to Bruce 'B \
with some modifications to the heat
transport system.

Formal commitment to the project by
Ontario Hydro is still pending, but design
studies and preliminary engineering con-
tinued at AECL as Ontario Hydro con-
ducted public information meetings and
sponsored environmental impact studies.

The current schedule calls for startup of
the first unit in the fall of 1985.

1250-MW Design
Ontario Hydro is preparing assessments of
the various options for its next nuclear
generating station, to be selected in 1978.
AECL is assessing one option — the
1250-megawatt reactor. This will be the
culmination of a series of studies and
development tasks that have been carried
out since 1973.

Power Projects
Power Projects continued to expand
slowly under hiring restraints, with staff
additions mainly in the Montreal Office
and the Safety and Analysis Division.
Total staff on 31 March 1977 was 1,433
including 157 in Power Projects Montreal.

During the year, engineering services
continued in support of the domestic and
overseas programs. An average of 117
people in Power Projects worked on
Pickering 'B' and 30 people were involved
in engineering services in connection with
Pickering 'A' problems or improvements.
A significant portion of this assistance is
associated with the provision of skilled
labour from the Engineering Laboratory
to assist with special tasks during shut-
downs.

An extensive development program
started two years ago at the Sheridan Park
Engineering Laboratory and assisted by
CRNL has enabled the successful repair of
two sources of heavy water leakage from
the Douglas Point reactor calandria. Since
the leaks were in normally inaccessible,
highly radioactive areas, the repairs were

done using sophisticated remotely-
controlled robot mechanisms coupled
with a specially adapted closed circuit
television system.

During 1976-77, major additions were
made to the Engineering Laboratory
facilities for the production testing of
fuelling machine heads. Each of the two
test rigs consists of a simulated head
carnage, two channels operating at re-
actor conditions of temperature, pressure
and flow, and all the associated automatic
controls and power supplies equivalent to
the site installation. These facilities, on
which construction was started in
1975-76, cost approximately $2 million.
They are required to meet the schedule of
testing on three heads for each of the four
600-megawatt stations under construc-
tion.

Over the last year, the engineering
group in Power Projects Montreal has
assumed a larger fraction of the work for
domestic (outside Oirlario) and off-shore
nuclear electric plants. In particular, much
of the design and procurement activities
for Wolsung is now centered in Montreal.
Power Projects Montreal is also cooperat-
ing with Hydro-Québec in its studies of
future nuclear systems for the province.

OVERSEAS PROJECTS

Cordoba
A renegotiated contract was signed by
AECL and its partner, Italimpianti, with
the Argentine National Atomic Energy
Commission in February 1977. This
provides for extension of the project
schedule by eight months and improves
the financial arrangements in recognition
of the unexpected inflation that has
occurred since the original contract was
signed.

A major accomplishment in 1976 was
the slipforming of the reactor building
perimeter wall in 18 days, using a novel
slipform design which incorporated the
formwork for pouring of the dome of the
building. Satisfactory progress was made
on the service and turbine buildings.
Other work included the intake structure,
the discharge channel, and the comple-
tion of the grade floor in the reactor
building.

Fabrication in Canada of the major
nuclear components — the calandria and
steam generators—is nearing completion
and the equipment is due for shipment in
mid-1977.

Wolsung NPP
A contract for AECL to supply a 600-
megawatt nuclear electric station to the
Korea Electric Company came into effect
in January 1976 upon completion of
safeguards agreements between the
Governments of Canada and the
Republic of Korea.

Site investigation for the project,
known as Wolsung Nuclear Power Plant,
continued throughout 1976 and early in
1977 an area was earmarked for the
location of the station. The site will be
subject to final approval after the excava-
tion for the reactor building has been
completed. Drilling and seismic studies to
obtain foundation design information are
in progress.

A project head office has been estab-
lished in Seoul for direct communication
with the Korea Electric Company and
prospective contractors.

Wolsung NPP will be based on the
standard CANDU-600 design.
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REACTOR MARKETING

Nuclear power marketing activities have
both a domestic and foreign dimension.
AECL provides assistance to Canadian
organizations, particularly the electrical
generating utilities that are planning to
introduce nuclear electric generation,
and provides liaison with industry and
government departments. External mar-
keting activities include the assessment
and exploration of export markets for
nuclear power and the negotiation of
agreements and contracts. The excellent
performance of CANDU-PHW reactors
continues to attract a high level of
international interest in the CANDU sys-
tem. In addition, the increased cost of
uranium and problems experienced by
countries in connection with commercial
reprocessing and enrichment services
have emphasized the advantages of the
relatively efficient and simple fuel cycle of
the CANDU reactor. During the year,
AECL was particularly active in negotia-
tion with organizations in Argentina, Italy
and Romania.

Italy
In December 1976, AECL entered into
a licensing agreement with Progettazioni
Meceaniche Nucleari (PMN) of Genoa,
Italy. By the terms of the agreement, AECL
will provide assistance to PMN in the
preparation of a proposal to Ente Nazio-
nale par 1'Energia Elettrica (ENEL),
Italy's electrical generating authority.
Should PMN obtain the award of a
CANDU reactor supply contract AECL
will provide engineering services and
heavy water to PMN.

Romania
A substantial level of understanding has
been reached with Romanian officials on
the terms of licensing and engineering
services agreements for the construction
of 600-megawatt CANDU units and
negotiations are continuing. In November
1976 a preliminary joint study was com-
pleted relating to the proposed Romanian
project in which the division of respon-
sibilities, the sourcing of equipment, the
schedule and the financing requirements
were outlined.

Japan
During the year, the Electric Power De-
velopment Company (EPDC) and AECL
jointly undertook a preliminary technical
study with a view to the eventual introduc-
tion of the CANDU reactor into Japan.
Although areas for additional detailed
study have been identified, the results of
the work done to date indicate that
CANDU can be adapted to the particular
conditions of Japan.

A member of AECL's staff, J. A.
Morrison, was appointed to Tokyo as the
Cirppany's representative in Japan.

Mexico
AECL assisted Asesoria Technica Indus-
trial S.A., a government company, on an
assessment of the feasibility of manufac-
turing CANDU components in Mexico.

Following a visit by senior Mexican
officials to nuclear installations in Canada,
a joint Letter of Understanding was signed
indicating both the parties' interests in
pursuing a program of nuclear power in
Mexico.

Preparing the site for the Wolsung nuclear power
plant in the Republic of Korea.
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Nuclear Power Development

Fuel
The 37-element fuel bundle specified for
the Bruce Generating Station and the 600-
megawatt reactors such as Genri!ly-2 has
been subjected to extensive proof testing
in the pressurized water loops of the NRU
reactor. Four such bundles were irradiated
at steady high power (75 kilowatts per
metre in the outer elements compared
with 65 kilowatts per metre for Bruce) to
burnups exceeding the maximum ex-
pected in Bruce (270 megawatt hours per
kilogram of uranium). Dimensional stabil-
ity, internal pressure due to fission gases
and sheath strain were within predictions.
Twenty-eight production bundles were
also successfully irradiated in the NRU
loops to burnups of 220 megawatt hours
per kilogram of uranium demonstrating
that the fuel has excellent resistance to
corrosion, interelement fretting and weld
fatigue.

FULMOD, an improved fuel modelling
code developed at WNRE, is being used
and evaluated by the Canadian nuclear
fuel indus*"/. The code is an important
addition to the available modelling tools
s.rice it permits analysis of localized effects
such as the greater stresses and strains
found at pellet ridges. FAXMOD, a similar
code intended for postulated accident
conditions, is being developed con-
currently with FULMOD. The two codes
can be interlinked, which permits the use
of FAXMOD to study the transient be-
haviour of fuel elements with specific
operating histories.

Fuel modelling codes are continually
checked against observed results from
irradiated fuel after it leaves the reactor.
However, in-reactor experiments are
required to give information about the
various subprocesses that contribute to
the fuel behaviour. One of the most
important subprocesses is the heat trans-
fer between the fuel pellet and the
cladding since it has a large effect on
calculations of fuel temperatures. During
the past year, experimental irradiations
with instrumented fuel rods were success-
fully performed at both WNRE and CRNL
to measure fuel-to-sheath heat transfer
under a variety of operating conditions.

The instrumented fuel rods measured fuel
temperatures and dimensional changes in
the sheathing during in-reactor operation.
In addition, the internal gas pressure and
composition in the elements were con-
trolled. The experiments are being used to
assess the applicability of existing models
for in-reactor fuel-to-sheath heat transfer.

Work has continued at WNRE on the
vibratory performance of fuel bundles in
the CANDU-PHW reactor system. New
work has focussed on developing and
optimising the hydraulic design of the fuel
channel end fitting for the proposed 1250-
megawatt reactors. In support of the
design study, an acrylic mock-up of the
end fitting has been built, so that flow
visualization work could be done to
improve flow patterns. This reduces tur-
bulence which could excite the fuel to
vibrate, thus leading to fretting damage.

The mathematical model to predict fuel
vibration is being improved and extended
in collaboration with university personnel
to include structural and flow effects. This
powerful design tool links the coolant
hydraulic environment to fuel vibration,
and it will be extended to include predic-
tions of resultant fretting damage.

Fuel Channels
Examination of pressure tubes removed
from the Pickering-3 and -4 reactors in
1974 and 1975 showed that cracks near
the ends of some tubes were caused by
hydrides precipitated in a region of high
residual stress. Extensive studies by AECL
and Ontario Hydro defined the stress level

Testing a fuelling machine in the development
laboratory of AECL Power Projects.
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above which cracking may occur, and
developed methods to ensure that re-
sidual stresses produced by rolling the
tubes into the end-fittings are well below
this critical value. Studies of the
mechanism of crack initiation and growth
have indicated that the cracks occurred
immediately after the first thermal cycle of
the reactor. A detailed review of the
fabrication history of the tubes and
extensive analyses of archive samples
showed a correlation of cracking with
particular ingots which were somewhat
enriched in oxygen, resulting in increased
tube strength and higher residual stresses
from the rolling procedure. Improved
fabrication control has been adopted.

The movement of hydrogen through
the steel end-fitting, which is one of the
routes by which hydrogen entered the
pressure tube in the rolled joint region, is
also being investigated. Methods of inhi-
biting the entry of hydrogen into the steel,
such as oxide films, barriers of imperme-
able coatings or sinks to preferentially
absorb the deuterium are being
evaluated.

CANDU reactors use a gas annulus
between the pressure tube and calandria
tube to insulate the moderator from the
hot coolant. The conceptual design study
for the 1250-megawatt CANDU pres-
surized heavy water reactors recom-
mended that this annulus be pressurized
to improve the fuel utilization by decreas-
ing the required pressure tube wail
thickness. A co-operative development
program involving Ontario Hydro, Powei
Projects, CGE and WNRE has been
carried out to study the effects of pressuriz-
ing the annulus and to develop the
necessary changes in the fuel channel
calandria tube system to allow the pres-
surization.

Out-Reactor Components
Half the seal packages now installed in
the primary coolant pumps of the Bruce

'A' Nuclear Generating Station were sup-
plied by the pump manufacturer, while
the other half are a backup design de-
veloped by AECL. Pump seal problems
experienced at Pickering 'A' during early
plant operation appear to have been
avoided at Bruce 'A', but it will take at least
one more year of plant operation to
confirm this good performance.

Vibration of the steam dump line of
CANDU stations has caused damage from
time to time, notably at Gentilly-1. Model
investigations are being carried out at
CRNL where the nature of the flow in the
present Gentilly-1 design is being deter-
mined, and several alternative one- and

Above. Jim Howard, left, Brian Kenny, centre and
Jim Tanner check part of the rebuilt X-2 loop
before inslallafion. The loop is installed on the
NRX reactor at CRNL.

Left. The new X-2 loop is designed to determine
the effects of sheath defects in power reactor fuel.
Left to right are Vern A. Sarr, A. J. Valiquette.
Vaughn J. McQuade and J. G. Daley.
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Workmen assemble a pressure vessel enclosing
an electrically heated, simulated CANDU power
reactor channel. The facility is used to make critical
power measurements.

Top. Experimental circulating pump seal package
being tested by Gordon W. Brown at CRNL. Seal
packages for the Bruce Generating Station are
assembled with great precision as they must give
thousands of hours of service. There are four such
packages per reactor unit at Bruce.

two-stage designs are being compared.
A three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic

computer code (BOSS) for calculating
operating conditions on the secondary
side of boilers has been extended and
used for several design analyses. It per-
forms detailed thermal stress and vibration
analyses, as well as estimating the effect of
detail changes on the overall steaming
capacity of the boiler. It has been used for
design work on the Gentilly-2 and Wol-
sung station boilers this year.

The remotely-controlled inspection
system for scanning Pickering boiler tubes
called CANSCAN is nearing completion.
Space technology is supplementing
nuclear technology as Bristol Aerospace
and CRNL share the development of this
important flaw detection equipment. All of
the work is funded by Ontario Hydro.

Radiation Field Control
Studies of the movement of radioactivity
in reactor coolants require measurements
of the amount and type of activity present
in many samples. To increase the number
of samples counted per week an auto-
matic counting system has been de-
veloped. Directed by a computer, this
equipment selects samples in any pre-
determined order, counts their radio-
activity for specified times, and analyzes
the spectra produced. Once programmed
and loaded with samples, the apparatus
continues unattended overnight and
through weekends, thus permitting ex-
tended counting of samples with very low
activity which could not be accom-
modated in normal day-shift operation.

Reactor Physics, Safety
and System Control
Equipment for seven hot fuel channels has
been developed for ZED-2, the zero
energy lattice test reactor at CRNL, to
provide experimental data for recycled
fuel. An imaginative design permits the
"coolant" in these seven channels to be
brought to power reactor temperatures
and pressures relatively cheaply and
easily. The space between the simulated
pressure tube and calandria tube is
evacuated to provide insulation which is
good enough to allow raising and main-
taining a uniform "coolant" temperature
with a small internal heater (3 kW). Thus
problems associated with h.?ating and
circulating high temperature and pressure
water are avoided. Experiments simulat-
ing high coolant temperatures have been

done in these hot channels with natural
uranium and thorium fuels.

The dynamic modelling of nuclear
power plant subsystems has been applied
to determine the controllability and load-
following capability of 1250-megawatt
CANDU-PHW reactors fuelled with either
natural uranium or uranium-plutonium
fuel. Another application under develop-
ment is the proposed supply of steam from
the Gentilly-1 reactor to the La Prade
Heavy Water Plant.

A program is under way at CRNL to
develop a new in-core neutron-flux detec-
tor assembly in which individual failed
detectors can be replaced without remov-
ing a complete assembly. The new
assembly will also provide fora travelling
flux detector for in-situ calibration of the
fixed detectors. Although developed spec-
ifically for 1250-megawatt CANDU-PHW
reactors, it can probably be retrofitted to
other CANDU reactors. This development
should lead to an increased availability
factor for the plant and an improvement in
reactor core efficiency. Work is continuing
on the basic response mechanisms of
self-powered flux detectors and their
long-term behaviour in the reactor core
environment. Development work in in-
dustry is aimed at improving manufactur-
ing techniques and long-term reliability of
these important devices which are being
used in increasing numbers in CANDU
power reactors, to map the core power
distribution for optimization of fuel-
management manoeuvres, and in the
reactor control and safety systems.

Any failed fuel in CANDU reactors is
located by detecting delayed neutrons
from samples of coolant drawn from each
pressure tube and passed through a
moderator tank. A series of mock-up
experiments has been performed at
CRNL to optimize the neutron-counter/
sample-tube geometry and the arrange-
ment of the sample tubes in the moderator
tank to minimize "cross-talk" between
coolant samples. The results will be used
in the design of the failed fuel location
system for future 600-MW(e) CANDU-
PHW reactors.
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An information transport facility, based
on a broadband coaxial cable, has been
installed at CRNL to investigate the
communications problems associated
with the development of distributed sys-
tems for real-time process control applica-
tions, as an alternative to the present
centralized systems. A large number of
communications paths are provided on
the cable using both time-division and
frequency-division techniques. The ap-
proach offers interesting possibilities in
reducing the complexity of instrumenta-
tion cabling which at present accounts for
one per cent of the total cost of a CANDU
station.

Areactordata network (REDNET), has
been designed to investigate and demon-
strate system concepts which may lead to
further improvements in the control and
safety of future Canadian power reactors.
The development program has as its focus
replacing obsolete systems and providing
enhanced data acquisition and processing
capability needed to continue the experi-
mental program in the NRU and NRX
reactors at CRNL. The system will com-
bine some 13 computers of varying sizes
and the project will take five years to
complete.

An integral part of REDNET will be the
on-line gammaspectroscopy system to
monitor the release of fission products
from deliberately punctured fuel elements
tested in an NRX loop. Local control is
provided by a microprocessor performing
simple repetitive tasks according to se-
quences defined by a host computer in the
network. The system incorporates two
spectrometers, one fixed on a single
monitoringzone, and the other capable of
scanning a matrix of eighteen zones. To
deal with data rates varying over six
decades, the system monitors the count
rate for each spectrometer and selects
combinations of different detector sizes
and collimator openings to adjust the gain
automatically. A versatile man-machine
interface is provided in the form of a
programmable display terminal for easy
definition of different scanning sequences
for continuous, unattended operation for
several weeks.

Bill Bruawer, on the stafl of a Canadian boiler
manufacturer, using a scanning system developed
at CRNL for in-service inspection of CANDU
steam generator tubes.
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Research

Nuclear Physics
Improvements to the MP tandem acceler-
ator have doubled the beam current that is
usefully accelerated and increased the
maximum energy available by 15 per cent
for beams of elements in the region of
nickel. Computer control of the
accelerator's operation is being intro-
duced.

Experiments using the accelerator are
contributing to a better understanding of
nuclear structure and forces. Measure-
ments of time-averaged distributions of
electric charge and currents in the nucleus
provide sensitive tests of n uclear-structure
models.

Lifetimes as short as lO^seconds
for the fission of nuclei bombarded by
heavy ions have been measured by a
crystal channeling technique. Fission
occurs in several more or less distinct time
intervals after the ion collision. Such
studies may throw further light on the
neutron-induced fission process that is the
basis of all nuclear reactors.

The QD3 spectrometer on the MP
tandem accelerator has been used to look
for rare reactions that might help to refine
present solar models and hence explain
the surprisingly low observed flux of
neutrinos from the sun.

Condensed Matter Physics
The year 1977 marks the 25th anniver-
sary of three important experiments first
carried out at CRNL using nuclear tech-
niques to study solids and liquids. Each
experiment has broadened into a vast
area of research enriching man's under-
standing of nature.

Methods explored by Bell and Graham
in 1952 in studying the lifetimes of
positrons in solids and liquids have been
developed into a widely used tool for
studies of atomic vacancies which affect
the mechanical properties of irradiated
materials.

Pioneering measurements of Brock-
house and Hurst at the NRX reactor of the
changes in the energies of neutrons
scattered from solids laid the groundwork
for a major new field of research in which
Dr. Brockhouse won international re-
nown. His invention, the constant-
momentum-transfer triple-axis spectro-
meter for the study of atomic vibrations
and magnetic excitations in solids and
liquids, is now used throughout the world.
In the last year such spectrometers were
used at CRNL to study, among other
things, complicated crystals of biological
materials including building blocks of the
genetical material DNA.

In the 25 years since the pioneering
experiments by Hurst and Henshaw on
neutron scattering by liquid helium in
1952, CRNL scientists have explored
many new and unexpected properties of
liquid helium. It is in many ways the
simplest of all liquids, and is basic to our
understanding of the more common
liquids. The forces holding liquid helium
together were believed well-understood,
but analysis of neutron scattering experi-
ments recently carried out at CRNL
showed the surprising result that any two
atoms in the liquid, beyond a certain
distance, repel rather than attract one
another. It appears that other nearby
helium atoms modify the force between
the pair more strongly than previously
believed.

Detectors
Significant improvements have been
achieved in the quality of laboratory-
grown cadmium telluride crystals for
semiconductor radiation detectors.
Compared with the highly successful
germanium detectors first developed at
CRNL some years ago, cadmium telluride
detectors have greater sensitivity to
gamma radiation and require no expen-
sive liquid nitrogsn cooling. The new,
good-quality crystals will allow the de-
velopment of simple, compact detectors
with applications in instrumentation for
nuclear power stations and in medicine.

Technician R. J. Toone and Louise Racicot adjust
equipment used at CRNL to prepare semi-
conductor detectors.
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Above. Dr. D. K. Evans (left) and Dr. R. D.
McAlpine. CRNL. preparing lo irradiate a gas
sample with an infrared laser, in a program related
to laser isotope separation.

Right. A photoelectron spectrometer is being
used at CRNL by Dr. Peter Norton (standing) and
Dr. K. L. Tapping. NRC postdoctoral fellow, to
study the chemical properties of gases adsorbed
on metal surfaces.

Chemistry
Experimental work at CRNL on the effects
of ionizing radiation on nitrogen has
demonstrated the importance of certain
reactions between nitrogen ions and the
original nitrogen molecules. This observa-
tion resolves long-standing inconsisten-
cies in the literature.

Other advances in radiation chemistry
are concerned with solvated electrons
(electrons stabilized by a sphere of solvent
molecules), a topic important in several
areas, from in-reactor corrosion to the
effects of radiation on living cells. It has
been found that when alkali metal ions are
present in ether or amine solutions the
solvated electrons and ions are paired,
and the strength of the force holding the
pair together depends on solvent proper-
ties in a predictable way.

For the isotope separation of deuter-
ium for heavy water the influence of laser
light on the chemical reactions of metha-
nol, deuterium bromide and formic acid
has been investigated. Although reports in
the scientific literature were promising,
experiments showed that the possibility is
remote of a deuterium separation process
based on a photochemical methanol-
bromine reaction. More encouraging
results are being obtained with photo-
decomposition reactions using high
intensity laser light.

Photoelectron spectroscopic tech-
niques continue to give valuable informa-
tion about the chemical properties of the
surfaces encountered in work related to
heavy water processes. Recent CRNL
experiments on the hydrogen-oxygen
reaction on single crystals of platinum
catalyst have supported a reaction
mechanism that had hitherto relied on
polycrystalline data. Other results with
condensed carbon monoxide, a common
catalyst poison, and nitrogen were in
accord with a theory for which experi-
mental test had been previously unattain-
able.
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The interaction of high energy radia-
tion with liquids produces short-lived
intermediates which lead to the final
chemical products in the system. Re-
searchers at WNRE, in collaboration with
universities, have used high energy elec-
tron accelerators, capable of producing a
very short pulse of radiation, to study both
water and organic liquids. The University
of Toronto linear accelerator, which pro-
duces pulses of radiation of only a few
trillionths of a second duration, has been
used to investigate the yield of hydrated
electrons, a short-lived species which
eventually forms deuterium gas in heavy
water in reactors. At WNRE, the unique
facility which couples an accelerator to a
large electromagnet has been used to
study the radiolysis of organic liquids
containing a scintillator. A theory de-
veloped at the University of Sheffield,
England, predicts an increase in the light
emission from the scintillator when the
irradiation occurs in the presence of a
magnetic field. This has now been amply
demonstrated experimentally using the
accelerator and other radiation sources
and the results confirm the importance of
ion reactions in many irradiated organic
liquids.

Materials Science
Electron microscopy done with a high
voltage instrument at Harwell, England,
has shown that the dislocations generated
to accommodate the volume increase on
hydride precipitation are not annihilated
when the temperature is raised and the
hydride dissolves. This result is probably
characteristic of bulk material although it
contradicts earlier reports on thin samples
examined in a low voltage microscope.
The behaviour of vacancies in zirconium,
particularly at the alpha-to-beta phase
transition, has been studied by positron
annihilation methods.

Ion-channeling and backscattering
techniques show that interstitial zirconium
atoms formed in low temperature ion
bombardments become mobile as the
temperature is raised and in a zirconium-
gold alloy form Zr-Au pairs lying along a
preferred crystal direction. These and
other experiments contribute to an im-
proved understanding of the structure and
mobility of atomic defects, such as occur
when reactor materials are irradiated.

The X-rays emitted from materials
bombarded by heavy ions are used to
study radiation damage and to analyze
surfaces, as well as being of intrinsic
interest, The creation of two vacancies in
the innermost electronic shell of the atom,
and the simultaneous filling of these
vacancies with the emission of a single
X-ray, have been observed. These and
other experimental observations support
a theory for the phenomenon developed
atCRNL.

Significant advances have been made
in basic understanding of creep in zir-
conium alloys, based on much experi-
mental data accumulated over several
years. These results have been interpreted
in terms of a mechanism in which
dislocation glide and climb play dominant
roles.

Research has been done into the
mechanisms responsible for the cracking
of some of the zirconium-niobium alloy
pressure tubes in Pickering as a result of
incorrect installation. The cracks were
caused by localized regions of high stress
and the redistribution of hydrogen in the
alloy. When zirconium hydride precipi-
tates are present, cracks initiate within the
precipitate rather than at the interface
between the hydride and the zirconium
matrix. The time for crack initiation and
the rate of crack growth depend directly
on the concentration of dissolved hydro-
gen under the test conditions.

Both experimental and theoretical evi-
dence suggest that the crack propagation

is a discontinuous process. The internal
stress leads to the accumulation of hydro-
gen at the tip of an existing crack where it
precipitates as zirconium hydride platelets.
These are brittle and at some critical
concentration, where they can no longer
support the tensile load, fracture occurs
and the crack advances. This process
repeats in a cyclic fashion. The kinetics of
the process are now well understood in
terms of the major variables of tempera-
ture, stress and hydrogen content.

Dr. W. N. Leonard. CRNL. traces the spectra of
X-rays produced in heavy ion-atom collisions,
which yield information about the processes which
occur when ions move through solids.
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The problem of dimensional stability of
the pressure tube is mainly confined to
two processes. In a CANDU reactor, the
pressurized coolant produces a stress on
the pressure tube and the strain realized
by this process occurs slowly with time.
This is known as "creep" and it is
enhanced considerably by reactor neu-
tron irradiation. Strain can also occur
without the action of stress, as a result of
microscopic processes produced by neu-
tron irradiation. This is termed "growth".
Both creep and growth have been studied
experimentally in the reactor, but experi-
ments are difficult and the results must be
extrapolated over the lifetime of the
reactor. These difficulties can be over-
come, to a large extent, by using an
intense beam of energetic particles (e.g.
protons or heavy ions) which simulate the
damaging effect of the neutron and
accelerate the damage rate such that short
irradiation times are equivalent to long
term reactor operation. This technique
has been applied to zirconium alloys to
obtain macroscopic creep and growth
data and to study the accompanying
microstructural changes.

Creep of Fuel Cladding
The assessment of fuel design and per-
formance has become possible with com-
puterized fuel models. Such models re-
quire a broad spectrum of materials data,
particularly creep of the fuel cladding. The
rate of deformation is required under the
influences of internal pressure, tempera-
ture and irradiation. Existing data of this
type had been developed almost exclu-
sively on pressure tube material.

Experimental programs have recently
been concluded which examined the
creep of Zircaloy-4 and zirconium-2.5
per cent niobium fuel cladding over the
temperature range 300-500"C, both
under laboratory conditions and under
irradiation by fast neutrons from the WR-1
reactor. By suitable design of the reactor
insert, it has proved possible to separate
the effects of creep from irradiation
growth. Biaxial creep rates of fuel cladding

are typically ten times higher than those
for pressure tubes of the same material.
This results from differences in crystallo-
graphic texture, residual stress levels and
microstructure. Irradiation increased the
creep rate but its effect decreased to zero
at 400°C. Computer-compatible data
formulations have been generated from
the experimental measurements and are
now incorporated in the fuel models.

Zirconium-Aluminum Based
Alloy Development
Alloys based on the intermetallic
zirconium-aluminum compound (ZrsAl)
have been the subject of development by
AECL as an advanced pressure tube
material for a number of years. Although
the alloys contain 91.5 per cent by weight
of zirconium, they are totally unlike other
zirconium alloys currently used in nuclear
reactors since the major phase present,
Zr:iAI, has a crystal structure and proper-
ties different from thea-zirconium phase,
the major constituent of most conven-
tional zirconium alloys. Sufficient data
have now been obtained from out-reactor
tests to show that ZriAl-based alloys have
a combination of properties, particularly
strength and creep resistance, which are
superior to conventional alloys. However,
a pressure tube must maintain these
properties when exposed to the fast
neutron flux within the reactor. The
current experimental program is largely
directed to determining these reactor
properties.

Results on material with up to two
years irradiation exposure show that yield
strength and ultimate tensile strength are
improved by irradiation and adequate
ductility is maintained over this time span.
In addition to the normal stress-induced
creep deformation, the alloys grow due to
the effects of irradiation alone. The rate of
irradiation growth decreased with time
but, as yet, there is no clearly defined limit
to the extent of growth. Also, because the
growth masks the creep deformation in
the early stages of irradiation, the predic-
tion of long term dimensional stability
under irradiation and stress has not yet
been resolved. However, these alloys
present considerable potential for signifi-
cantly improved neutron economy or
higher coolant temperatures and pres-
sures in the CANDU reactor.

Biology Research
The research activities in biology at CRNL
centre on the fundamental mechanisms
by which radiation can induce cancers and
genetic defects. The latter are known to be
caused by alterations in the molecular
structure of DNA (the carrier of hereditary
information). The mechanism of cancer
induction is more complex, but recent
experiments at CRNL and elsewhere
show that persons who suffer from inborn
deficiencies in DNA repair processes are
cancer prone. These findings strongly
support the conclusion that cancer induc-
tion is associated with DNA damage.

Research at CRNL has shown precisely
the amount of chemical damage pro-
duced in cellular DNA by ionizing radia-
tion under different conditions. The
damage produced per unit weight of DNA
by a given dose of radiation is relatively
constant in all living organisms from
bacteria to man. Thus, variations in
radiosensitivity from one organism to
another are due primarily to natural
differences in the amount of DNA per cell
and to natural differences in the ability of
the living organism to repair this damage.
Most living systems repair nearly all the
initial damage produced by low doses of
radiation or other environmental agents.
This repair is carried out by a battery of
specific proteins, known as enzymes,
which are an integral part of life processes.
It is not the initial damage to DNA that is
important in terms of biological conse-
quences, but rather the residual damage
after the repair processes have run their
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Research on the repair systems is
carried out with micro-organisms (which
are relatively cheap and easy to manipu-
late in the laboratory), with primary
human cells in tissue culture, and with rats.
In the last case, the induction of cancers
by ionizing radiation in combination with
caffeine and other chemicals which inter-
fere with the repair of radiation damage is
under investigation. The micro-organisms
are of particular interest since some of
them possess extremely rapid and profi-
cient repair systems which can be ana-
lyzed in Micrococcus radiodurans, for
example, the DNA damage caused by a
large dose of radiation ( 1 Gy) is com-
pletely repaired within 0.1-0.2 minutes.
The studies with cultured human cells
have led to new insights into the mecha-
nism of cancer induction in humans. Data
from these projects are integrated to
provide a better understanding of the
effects of radiation on the living organism,
and of the role of repair systems in
protecting human beings against any of
the environmental agents which produce
cancers and genetic defects.

Enzyme Reduces Radiation Damage
Radiation damage in living cells and
animals is reduced by an enzyme which is
effective if administered before or after an
exposure. Known as superoxide dismu-
tase. the enzyme is a natural defense
against the highly reactive oxygen mole-
cule ion produced during normal respira-
tion and metabolism. Researchers at
WNRE have found that 50 per cent of
mice, treated with superoxide dismutase
both before and after an irradiation, will
survive an X-ray dose over 50 per cent
higher than that which kills 50 per cent of
mice not treated with the enzyme. The
enzyme is also effective in reducing
radiation damage in blood cells and bone
marrow.

Biological Effectiveness
of Ionizing Radiations
Researchers at WNRE, in collaboration
with the Biomédical Division of Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, have studied the
biological effectiveness of densely ionizing
radiations. Mammalian cells growing in
tissue cultures were irradiated with various
charged particle beams, and a maximum
effectiveness for cell killing was observed
for particles with energy loss characteris-
tics similar to those of alpha-particles as
they are stopped in tissue. The distribution
of absorbed energy in alpha-particles'
tracks is thus the optimum energy distri-
bution for cell killing by a radiation
source. However, substances which re-
move the highly reactive hydroxyl radicals
produced in cells by radiation were found
to prot?ct ai effectively against densely
ionizing radiations as they did against
sparsely ionizing radiations, such as
cobalt-60 gamma-rays. This result sug-
gests that the radiation chemical events
associated with cell killing are similar for
alpha-particles and X-rays or gamma-
rays. However, the radiation chemistry of
cell killing changes qualitatively for more
densely ionizing radiations.

Removal of Incorporated
Plutonium-239
In mammals contaminated with soluble
plutonium-239 the liver is one of the
principal organs in which it becomes
localized. The common removal of the
plutonium with the substance, diethylene-
triamine-pentaacetic acid (DTPA), is of
limited value because of its low efficacy
and significant toxicity. Studies at WNRE
with mice have shown that 300 per cent
more plutonium-239 is removed when
DTPA is given in combination with a
preparation of certain model lipid mem-
branes and the effectiveness of the model
membranes is not diminished when DTPA
is excluded from the treatment. The
membranes therefore provide a more
effective alternative to DTPA in the
treatment of cases involving internal
contamination with plutonium-239.

\

Photoelectron spectroscopy is being used at
WNRE to determine the chemical structure on the
surface of material. Here a technologist examines
the spectrum from a corrosion film on a boiler tube.
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Environmental Research
The emphasis of environmental research
at WRNE is on chronic effects of low dose
rates of ionizing radiation on plant and
animal populations and communities.
Chronic irradiation of the mixed boreal
forest within the Field Irradiator Gamma
(FIG) Area has now been in progress for
four years. The changes in plant species
composition, diversity and numbers are
dramatic at dose rates above 200 millirads
per hour (mrad/h) but changes have not
been seen at dose rates below 20 mrad/h.
Although continued irradiation may pro-
duce effects at these lower dose rates, the
results are encouraging since dose rates
adjacent to nuclear power plants are much
less than 20 mrad/h.

For some years AECL has supported
a group from the Université du Québec
at Trois-Rivières which has carried out
studies on the effects of heated water
discharged by Gentilly Nuclear Generat-
ing Station on the biota of the St.
Lawrence River. Because of industrial
development in the region this group has
widened its interests and now carries out
research on water chemistry, currents,
sediments and fish and wildlife for a
number Of agencies. The studies are now
coordinated by a steering committee
drawn from Environment Canada.
Hydro-Québec and AECL. The only
significant effect observed has been the
disappearance of molluscs from a small
area near the thermal discharge fora short
period during the summer.

CRNL's Environmental Research
Branch is collaborating with Dr. D. L.
Nelson, Agriculture Canada Research
Station, Beaverlodge, Alberta, in a project
to tag and identify queen bees. A small
bead containing manganese-54 and glued
to the thorax enables the experimenter to
locate the queen in the hive with minimum
disturbance to the bee colony.

Bubble Coalescence
in Heavy Water Plants
Studies of gas-liquid interfaces continue to
improve our understanding of foaming
instabilities, which can occur in the towers
of heavy water plants and thus interfere
with their efficient operation. Measure-
ments of the stability of thin liquid films
(which determines the "foaminess" of a
system) by high speed cinematography
have been applied to systems present in
heavy water plants. The hydrogen
sulfide-water system has some tendency
to form stable films (i.e. to foam),
especially at high pressures, and this is
further increased by the presence of small
amounts of impurities which can act as
surface-active agents. The stability of a
foam in the hydrogen sulfide-water sys-
tem appears to arise from the build-up of
layers of hydrogen sulfide molecules on
the surface of the liquid, which resist
induced flow at the interface.

Medical Products
The prototype of an all-Canadian high-
energy accelerator-based cancer therapy
unit is being designed and constructed.
This unique, efficient Therac-25 exploits
to the full accelerator and nuclear physics
expertise available at CRNL. The 25
million electron volts (MeV) accelerating
voltage is achieved in a very compact
structure by the novel technique of
magnetically reversing the electron beam
along its own track.

Alternative fuel fabrication methods are being
developed at WNRE. Here, spheres of thorium
and uranium oxides are formed for the fuel recycle
program.
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ADVANCED FUEL CYCLES

The introduction of a thorium cycle in the
CANDU reactor system would ensure a
long-term economic fuel supply for the
Canadian nuclear power program. Effi-
cient utilization of thorium requires that
the uranium-233 derived from it during
irradiation be separated and recycled.
Alternative fabrication routes are being
developed at WNRE as part of the fuel
recycle program. Fabrication of recycled
thoria-urania fuels will require remote
operation behind heavy shielding, due to
the high energy gamma rays of daughter
products from the decay of uranium-232
which will be reprocessed along with
uranium-233. Since conventional pellet-
ing contains several dusty operations and
uses complex equipment, a program has
been started to develop and evaluate
simple fuel fabrication routes which
should be more compatible with remote
operations.

In the impregnated fuel route, un-
sintered pellets will be pressed in a
conventional fabrication plant and trans-
ferred to a remote facility where they will
be impregnated with a uranyl nitrate
solution. This process is attractive because
uranyl nitrate can be accepted directly
from the reprocessing plant, the final fuel
is identical to pellet fuel, and powder
preparation and pellet pressing can be
done outside the remote facility. Two
other alternatives, the extruded and
spherepac fuel routes, are based on the
sol-gel process. In the extrusion route, a
mixed oxide sol is concentrated into a clay
and extruded into 150 mm long fuel rods.
In the spherepac route, sol droplets are
injected into a column containing an
upward flow of alcohol where they gel into
microspheres (10,100 and 1000 micro-
meter diameter). The microspheres are
sintered and vibration compacted into fuel
element cores.

World experience indicates that sol-gel
techniques overcome some of the difficul-
ties of remote operations, and offer
several advantages over standard pellet-
ing such as less dusting, simpler equip-
ment, direct use of uranyl nitrate, and
lower sintering temperature. Extruded
fuel offers the advantage of being similar
in form to pellet fuel, but fewer handling
steps are required.

A proposal is under consideration for
the conversion of a research reactor to the
use of thorium oxide fuel. The main
objective of this is generation of reactor
physics data in an extensive full-core
irradiation of this fuel. This information is
essential for the evaluation of reactor
physics models and will be used to
improve design and analysis methods to a
stage where reliable calculations can be
made for predicting the nuclear charac-
teristics of thorium-fuelled CANDU
reactors.

A recent study at WNRE has shown
that an experimental program based on
the conversion of the WR-1 reactor to
thorium oxide fuel, together with exten-
sive preirradiation experiments in ZED-2,
is feasible and could provide most of the
required information. These experiments
could be complemented later by a similar
experimental program using uranium-233
extracted from the irradiated fuel.

Advanced Nuclear Systems
Investigations continue of spallation-type
electrical-breeding systems to produce
fissile fuel of potential value in the long
term for greater utilization of nuclear
resources. Studies are proceeding in
accelerator physics and spallation-target
physics (using the TRIUMF accelerator at
Vancouver). Growing interest in this
subject in the United States has resulted in
exchange of information and concepts
with several national laboratories. Experi-
ence with U.S. research accelerators has
given increased confidence in the
engineering practicability of such systems.
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Radiation Equipment and Radioisotopes

Commercial Products has the responsi-
bility within AECL for developing,
manufacturing and marketing radiation
equipment, radioisotopes and related
products and services. Throughout a
quarter century of operation, Commercial
Products has been a world leader in the
field of radiation and radioisotopes. The
operating divisions are structured to form
three separate groups for medical pro-
ducts, industrial products and isotope
products. Each group is self-contained
with its own development, engineering,
manufacturing and marketing resources.

The principal product lines are:

a) Radiation equipment for the treat-
ment of cancer.
b) Irradiation equipment employing
cobalt-60 as a source of energy for the
biological sterilization of medical sup-
plies.
c) An extensive range of radioisotopes
in bulk and in sealed sources.

The past year saw the Company realize
significant increases in orders for its new
line of linear accelerators for the treatment

of cancer. The volume of business and
revenue in the sale of radioisotopes set
new records; revenue exceeded the pre-
vious year's record by some 60 per cent.
The Industrial Group sold the largest
radiation facility of its type in the world.

During 1976-77 Commercial Products
revenue amounted to $20,179,000. Total
orders received were $26,390,000, as
compared with $19,726,000 in 1975-76.
Commercial Products operates within
AECL as a separate profit centre, having
all the functions of a normal commercial
organization.

Medical Group
Commercial Products recent expansion
into the linear accelerator field is proceed-
ing in a satisfactory manner. Two Therac 6
units were installed at the M.D. Anderson
Hospital, Houston, Texas, late in 1976
and commenced clinical treatmsnt in
March 1977. The first linear accelerator
installed by AECL commenced treating
patients at London, Ontario, in June 1976
and has been in continuous operation
since that time.

The Company currently has orders for
17 additional accelerators: 12 Therac 6
and five Therac 20 models. A Therac 20
linear accelerator was shipped to South
Africa and is expected to be operational
in 1977. This will be the first installation by
Commercial Products of a Therac 20.
Two large Therac 40/Saç,ittaire units were
shipped to North American clinics during
the year.

Orders were also received for 43
cobalt-60 cancet therapy units. Units were
shipped during the year to 11 different
countries, including 13 units to the Brazil-
ian Ministry of Health. The Brazilian order
was the largest single medical unit order
ever concluded by Commercial Products.
The first unit of a new Theratron 780
series incorporating many advanced fea-
tures was shipped in August 1976. These
new units are expected to carry modern
cobalt-60 therapy unit technology into the
early 1980's.

In January 1977 Commercial Products
announced that medical product sales and
service for the important United States
market would be provided directly by
AECL from offices located in the United
States. Commercial Products had been
represented in this area by agents for 23
years. Under this new policy the United
States will be served initially from offices to
be opened in Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas,
Philadelphia and Los Angeles, with
further expansion as required. This pro-
gram is expected to provide AECL
customers with improved sales and serv-
ice coverage and further improve the
Company's market position in the United
States.

Therac 20 linear accelerator at Tenon,
France, the first of its type to be installed in a
clinic. Two Therac 6 accelerators installed
at the M.D. Anderson Hospital in Houston.
Texas, began treatments in March 1977. The
first accelerator to be placed in a clinic
by AECL, at the Ontario Cancer Foundation
in London. Ontario, began treating patients
in June 1976.
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Good progress was made on a new
advanced type of linear accelerator, the
Therac 25, being developed jointly by CP
and CRNL. A laboratory prototype was
completed and successfully tested during
the year.

At the Fourth International Conference
on Medical Physics, held in Ottawa, July
25 to July 30,1976, AECL was one of the
principal hosts. This conference was
attended by some 1,000 of the world's
leading medical physicists and presented
an excellent opportunity for CP to exhibit
its products and technical expertise. In
addition to showing a large exhibit at the
Chateau Laurier, CP offered tours of
South March and Tunney's Pasture
facilities and CRNL.

Medical Products revenue by year end
were $10,233,000. Orders received were
$9,596,000, compared to$12,244,000 in
1975-76.

Industrial Group
In spite of the continuing adverse inter-
national economic climate the interest in
the industrial use of cobalt-60 radiation
remained very active. The main business
was the supply of industrial plants and
cobalt-60 for the gamma sterilization of
disposable medical products. Gamma
sterilization gained an increased share of
the market again this year relative to its
principal competition, the ethylene oxide
gas process. This increase is attributed to
the more favourable economics of gamma
sterilization and the current U.S. govern-
ment investigation into the safety of
ethylene oxide.

The largest gamma sterilization facility
in the world was sold this year to a large
American organization. The plant is to be
installed in the fall of 1977 and comprises
two irradiators in adjoining radiation
shields initially loaded with 1,750,000

curies of cobalt-60. The order constitutes
the largest single contract ever concluded
by the Industrial Group.

The total number of full-scale irradi-
ators sold by AECL now stands at 44,
considerably more than half the world
total. Four major installations were com-
pleted during the year, one each in Brazil,
Hungary, Indonesia and the U.S.A.
Approximately 13,000,000 curies of
cobalt-60 are in service in AECL irradi-
ators as of the year-end, up 30 per cent
over 1975-76.

The cobalt-60 source replenishment
business is providing an increasingly
stable sales base for the Industrial Group.
Almost 3,000,000 curies were sold during
the year to existing plants. This figure is
expected to increase steadily in the future.

Research iiradiator sales increased
somewhat slowly during the year due to a
major reduction in the availability of
research funds. An intensive advertising
campaign, launched at mid-year, resulted
in a dramatic increase in sales prospects.
The more than 300 AECL research
irradiators in service around the world
continue to provide a substantial market

for source replenishment and refurbish-
ment. This business increased significantly
during the year and is expected to become
even more important in the future.

Several new products and services
were introduced into the industrial pro-
duct line during the year. The three-beam
gamma densitometer, developed at
WNRE, is being test marketed. Co-
operative development programs with
AECL research and development centres
are becoming important methods of
introducing new products.

Two new services based on Commer-
cial Products expertise in gamma steriliza-
tion are being explored:

1) Consultation on the safety of irradia-
tion facilities.
2) Ultra-high dose service irradiations.
Consulting on chemical synthesis,

sewage irradiation, food preservation and
thermoelectric generators was carried out
during the year in an ongoing effort to
commercialize new radiation applications.

Industrial Group's revenues by year-
end were $3.588,000. Orders received
were $5,246,000, compared with
$4,013,000 in 1975-76.

Machinist Mario Dalgrancje works on the Thera-
tron 780 during an extensive test program at
Commercial Products. This unit is the latest of (he
cobalt-60 cancer therapy machines.
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Isotope Group
In the marketing of radioisotopes,
1976-77 was a year of unprecedented
success; new records were established in
both orders received and revenue. Re-
venue increased 60 per cent with
molybdenum-99 once again heading the
list of profitable radioisotopes. Two
Jarge-voJume, long-term contracts for
molybdenum-99 were negotiated during
the year and will ensure the continuing
profitability of this isotope for the next two
years. These two contracts constituted the
largest and second largest orders ever
concluded by Commercial Products.

A similar growth pattern was experi-
enced during the year in the sale of other
major radioisotopes including carbon-14,
nickel-63. iodine-131 and iodine-125.
AECL remains one of the world's principal
suppliers of these important products.

Progress was made on additional
molybdenum-99 production facilities at
CRNL and completion is expected in
1977-78.

Slowpoke, the small, inherently safe,
research reactor produced by Commer-
cial Products continued to enjoy a high
measure of popularity. SJowpoke-2
nuclear reactors were installed during the
year at École Polytechnique in Montreal,
at Dalhousie University in Halifax and at

the University of Alberta in Edmonton.
The Slowpoke reactor at Commercial
Products was used to provide a uranium
analysis service based on delayed neutron
counting. An increasing number of cus-
tomers with uranium exploration pro-
grams have used this service to evaluate
their results during the past year.

Significant market expansion was
realized during the year in selling heavy
water to non-CANDU reactor .'sers, such
as research institutes and deuterium label-
led compound manufacturers. A new
service to recover downgraded heavy
water was offered in collaboration with the
small concentrating facility at CRNL.

A market survey covering the use of
radiopharmaceuticals,radioimrnunoassay
materials and accelerator produced radio-
isotopes in Canada was commissioned
during the year as part of a continuing
drive to expand business opportunities.
While the results have not yet been
completely evaluated, the information in
the survey has encouraged further con-
sideration of new business ventures to
increase revenues and profits in the
Isotope Group.

Isotope Group's revenue by year-end
were $6,358,000. Orders received were
$ 11,548,000, compared to $3,469,000 in
1975-76.

Technologist John Bryant operates the prototype
Therac 25 therapy accelerator being developed
jointly by CRNL and Commercial Products.
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Heavy Water

The Heavy Water Projects group of AECL
has responsibility for identifying the de-
mands for heavy water created by the
CANDU reactor program and for the
acquisition and management of the mater-
ial necessary to meet those demands.
Responsibility extends to the construction
and operation of heavy water production
plants, the administration of a heavy water
technology development program and
the production, purchase, storage and
marketing of heavy water.

In discharging these responsibilities.
Heavy Water Projects operates
400-tons-per-year plants at Port Hawkes-
bury and Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, and is
constructing an 800-tons-per-year plant at
Gentilly, Québec.

PROJECTS
Glace Bay
The reconstruction of the Glace Bay
Heavy Water Plant began in 1972 and
was completed in the summer of 1976.
Completion of commissioning work and
start-up activities dominated the year.
Hydrogen sulfide was introduced to the
first GS unit in January 1976. Feed was
established from the first GS unit to the
vacuum distillation unit on April 8. 1976.
The first reactor grade product extracted
from the local fresh water feed was
drummed on June 15,1976. Com-
missioning of the process systems in the
second GS unit began in January 1976
and this unit was charged with hydrogen
sulfide in August. Feed from the second

GS unit to the third stage was established
in late September 1976. Numerous brief
system outages have occurred as start-up
problems are encountered and resolved.
In December, excessive corrosion rates
were observed in the flare (waste gas)
system. Investigation of corrosion in the
flare stack led to an incident late in
December in which two men were ser'-
ously overcome by hydrogen sulfide gas.
The plant was shut down and a thorough
examination and repairs to the flare
system were carried out. The plant was
restarted in late January and production
efficiencies are undergoing steady
improvement. Heat exchangers damaged
by corrosion and erosion were repaired
and modified.

Port Hawkesbury
The Port Hawkesbury Heavy Water Plaiat
remained in production for the majority
of the year, but was hindered by plant
equipment failures. A steam and power
supply maintenance shutdc .'n during the
summer was extended significantly when
major metallurgical damage to the Nova
Scotia Power Commission steam supply
line necessitated replacement of several
hundred feet of large bore piping and by
the discovery and investigation of surface
cracking on the stainless steel impellers in
the large hydrogen sulfide circulation
blowers in the GS unit. A capital
improvement program has been initiated
and will be continued through the next
year. Modifications and improvements to
the environmental performance of the
plant have been completed.

Above. The Glace Bay Heavy Water Plant. The
south enriching unit consists of the four towers on
the left. The six towers in the centre comprise the
north enriching unit. The distillation unit which
brings the heavy water up to reactor-grade purity is
on the right.

Right. An aerial view of AECL's Port Hawkesbury
Heavy Water Plant on the Strait of Canso. The
neighbouring Nova Scotia Power Corporation
generating station (background) provides the
heavy water plant with electricity and steam.
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La Prade
The 800-ton-per-year La Prade heavy
water plant is under construction at
Gentilly, Québec. Five of the ten 300-foot
towers have been constructed to two-
thirds their height, construction facilities
and services have been completed and
the fabrication of major components such
as heat exchangers, compressors, pumps
and valves has continued.

DEVELOPMENT
Development in the field of heavy
water production is focused primarily on
increasing the productivity of the water-
hydrogen sulfide process which is used in
all Canadian heavy water plants and
secondly on the development of new
process technology for producing heavy
water.

The use of mathematical modelling is
increasing as a valuable and powerful tool
for determining how to operate the plants
at optimum capacity under both normal
and abnormal conditions. By optimizing a
variety of temperatures, flows, steam-
usage and start-up and shut-down proce-
dures, total production at Canadian plants
was increased by 3 to 5 per cent, which is
worth several million dollars per year.

Work on improving the understanding
of the factors governing the performance
of sieve trays with the water-hydrogen
sulfide system is proceeding on a broad
front. A theoretical model has been
developed to describe the behaviour of a
sieve tray under different flow regimes.
Supplementing this are data from operat-
ing plants and from pilot plants wherein
the effects of wate> chemistry, tray
characteristics and process conditions can
all be easily controlled and observed. The
technology of gamma-scanning has been
successfully transferred to a Canadian
contractor.

The program of the past several years
to develop packings which would reduce
the cost of water distillation units used for
final enrichment of heavy water has been
encouraging. A decision was made to test
the performance of the most promising
new packing under plant conditions in the
distillation unit at the Glace Bay plant.

Corrosion of carbon steel, stress corro-

sion cracking of stainless steel and iron
transport and deposition in heavy water
plants tend to be chronic problems.
Control of these phenomena is being
gradually improved as a result of a better
understanding of the mechanisms in-
volved. The role of chemicals in corrosion
continues to be an area of interest. A more
thorough insight into the rates of dissolu-
tion, precipitation and transformation of
the various species of iron sulfides has
done much to elucidate localized corro-
sion and fouling problems.

The thrust of development on
deuterium analysis technology is toward
lower cost on-line mass spectrometers and
on-line infrared analyzers for deuterium
analysis in water and the capability to
measure deuterium in hydrogen sulfide
using mass spectrometry. Good progress
is being made in all three areas. AECL-
developed deuterium analyzing technol-
ogy has been transferred to two Canadian
instrument builders.

Laboratory Technician Tom Vlerner operates a
mass spectrometer in the laboratory of the Port
Hawkesbury Heavy Water Plant to analyze the
concentration of heavy water.
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The heavy water industry regards its
responsibility for safety and for the protec-
tion of the environment to be of
paramount importance. Steps are being
taken to reduce hydrogen sulfide emis-
sions and to develop the instrumentation
needed to monitor the permissible emis-
sion levels which are being decreased by
regulatory agencies. A technique involv-
ing a tracer gas is under development to
study the dispersal of hydrogen sulfide
leaks.

Collaboration with an industrial part-
ner on the hydrogen-amine process for
heavy water production continues. The
process has economic promise as well as a
number of other attractions. Two firms
from the private sector have shown some
interest. Work continues also on
development of catalysts for the water-
hydrogen exchange process. One varia-
tion of this process is being evaluated as a
means of removing tritium from the heavy
water contained in nuclear reactors and

also as a means oi producing heavy water
from electrolytic hydrogen.

PRODUCTION AND SUPPLY
During the fiscal year, AECL produced
175 megagrams (192.5 tons) of reactor
grade equivalent water at its Port Hawkes-
bury plant and 69 megagrams (75.9 tons)
at its Glace Bay plant. 127 megagrams
(139.1 tons) of the total were shipped to
CRNL for final finishing under a program
designed to increase long-term produc-
tion. The gross amount of reactor grade
product transferred to the Ontario
Hydro-AECL Pool was 198 megagrams
(217.8 tons) of which 144 megagrams
(158.4 tons) were credited to Port Hawkes-
bury and 54 megagrams (59.4 tons) to
Glace Bay.

The Bruce heavy water plant owned by
Ontario Hydro again performed well,
providing 695 megagrams (764.5 tons) of
water to the Pool.

In addition the Pool purchased 20

megagrams (22 tons) of heavy water from
West Germany and 8 megagrams (8.8
tons) from Norway for a gross turnover of
921 megagrams (1013.1 tons). The Pool
sold 828 megagrams (910.8 tons) of this
to Ontario Hydro and 93 megagrams
( 102.3 tons) to AECL. About 4 mega-
grams (4.4 tons) of the AECL Pool portion
were sold by Commercial Products for
medical and research purposes.

Control room in the Glace Bay Heavy Water Plant.
Process engineer Dilip Odedra takes readings
at the south units panel while senior operator
Stuart Walker communicates with personnel in
the process area. Process operators Malcolm
MacKinnon and Wayne Weseen (far left) are at
the north unit's control panel.
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AECL and Industry

The engineering and manufacturing effort
of the Canadian nuclear industry during
1976 was close to $625 million. The
Canadian content of materials and com-
ponents in the nuclear steam supply
systems has risen above 75 per cent.

During the past year 73 research and
development contracts totalling about
$5.25 million were negotiated with 26
Canadian industrial companies. Also con-
tracts worth more than $8.5 million were
awarded to Canadian firms for engineer-
ing, design and special technical services
in the nuclear field.

An important feature of these co-
operative programs is direct supervision of
the industrial contracts by AECL technical
staff. Since the technical staff were en-
gaged on work complementary to their
industrial counterparts, the contracts to
industry are administered and evaluated
in an effective manner.

Another method of transferring tech-
nical capability to industry is by means of
attached staff. Currently there are 31
professionals and senior technicians from
Canadian industrial and engineering firms
and 34 from the Canadian power utilities
attached to AECL. From time to time
AECL personnel are attached to power
utilities and industrial companies to pro-
vide direct technical assistance. The be-
nefit to AECL is a significant contribution
of industrial experience to the design and
development of nuclear components.

A number of co-operative develop-
ment programs are under way between
AECL and industry. Some of these
involve the transfer of technology from
AECL.

1. Development of a decontamination
process to reduce radiation fields in the
heat transport system of nuclear reactors
reached th\i stage where it is being
licensed to a Canadian company for
commercial exploitation.
2. A Canadian manufacturer now has the
capability of fabricating monitoring sys-
tems which provide on-line determination
of heavy water concentration for use in
heavy water production plants and

nuclear power stations. Two systems are
available: a mass spectrometer type for
low heavy water concentrations and an
infrared type for a wide range of concen-
trations. They will operate reliably for
several years under severe environmental
and radiation conditions.
3. The New Brunswick Research and
Productivity Council is able to offer special
inspection services to the operators of
CANDU reactors. An employee of the
Council, while on attachment to CRNL,
made valuable contributions to the prob-
lem of detecting crack growth in pressure
tubes.
4. Bellows sealed values are widely used
where even very small leaks are a
problem, as in heavy water systems. The
reliability of the bellows is largely depend-
ent on the manufacturing techniques and
the level of quality assurance achieved by
the manufacturer. A joint program be-
tween a Canadian company and AECL
has resulted in the development of new
manufacturing and inspection techniques
and there has been a significant improve-
ment in the quality of bellows supplied to
the Canadian nuclear industry.
5. An AECL-developed computer code
calculates local steam-water conditions on
the secondary side of a nuclear boiler. The
code is now being used by Canadian
boiler manufacturers to obtain design and
performance data on steam quality,
cross-flow conditions (vibration), stress
and corrosion.
6. AECL has developed an automatic
system for continuous control of boiler
water chemistry. The system could be
particularly useful where sea water is the
condenser coolant. A prototype has been
operating successfully since October 1976
in a Saskatchewan Power Commission
station. Discusssions with two Canadian
firms may lead to commercial exploitation
of the system.
7. Fabrication of high nickel alloy tubes
for nuclear boilers and heat exchangers
reached a commercial scale in Canada in
1976. Imported tube hollows were used
as starting material for the subsequent
reducing, finishing and inspecting
operations.

A welder at Babcock and Wiicox Canada Limited in
Cambridge, Ontario, puts the finishing touches to a
steam generator for Hydro Quebec's Gentilly-2
Nuclear Power Station. The first of the four
generators, the largest ever fabricated in Canada,
was shipped to the station in January 1977.
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Operations

Research Reactors
The NRX and NRU reactors at CRNL
continued to support the Canadian power
reactor program and to provide neutrons
for both neutron physics research and the
production of isotopes.

These reactors, with their many test
sites (e.g. pressurized water, boiling water,
organic and superheated steam-cooled
loops: facilities for isotope production;
in-reactor creep equipment; facilities for
fundamental physics studies) have proved
to be two of the best nuclear research tools
in the world.

The NRX and NRU reactors operate
with enriched uranium-aluminum rods as
driver fuel. About 2000 rods have been
irradiated to the end of 1976. Burnups of
70 per cent of the fissile atoms are
routinely achieved during three to four
years in the reactors. A few NRX rods have
been removed early because of corrosion
of the aluminum sheaths, but this has not
influenced the operation of the reactors or
the production of isotopes, nor had any
effect on the research programs in the
experimental facilities.

The scope of the reactor loops as
engineering test facilities was broadened
during the year. Fuel defect tests done in
the past in loops had to be limited in
duration because of high radiation levels
in the loop piping. The X-2 loop in NRX
has been rebuilt to incorporate additional
shielding, provision for decontaminating
the facility and a complex activity monitor-
ing system. This loop can now be used to
evaluate the effects of gross defects in
highly irradiated power reactor fuels. The
rebuilt loop also includes equipment that
will permit the evaluation of reactor fuels
under loss-of-coolant conditions.

In NRU the heat removal capacity of
the U-1 loop has been increased from 4 to
11 megawatts. This not only permits two
high-powered fuel tests to be operated
in-reactor at the same time but also will
provide the cooling capacity required for
the critical heat flux facility now nearing
completion. Use of this out-reactor facility
will alternate with that of the U-l loop to
determine the heat removal capability of a
power reactor tue] channel with a hori-
zontal orientation.

Gordon Somerville and Tyrene Kinlock, CRNL,
adjust the Gibbsite evaporator which removes
aluminum oxide contaminant from heavy water
in the NRU reactor.
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The operating efficiency of the WR-1
reactor at WNRE was 73.6 per cent and
there were no major operating problems
during the year.

The program for uprating WR-1 to
provide higher fluxes for experimental
facilities was completed in 1976. The key
element in this program was conversion
from uranium oxide (UOL<) to uranium
carbide (UC) driver fuel, to take advan-
tage of the superior performance and
higher fuel ratings available with UC fuel
in an organic-cooled system. Selective
replacement of UOa assemblies over a
two year period allowed the power and
flux uprating to proceed, while completing
the irradiation of the UO2 fuel to normal
exit burnups. This program has resulted in
a 30 per cent increase in total reactor
power and an increase of up to 50 per cent
at selected sites. Operation is now at
55-60 megawatts, the design power for
WR-1, which means that fast fluxes in
irradiation facilities now equal, or exceed,
the conditions in CANDU power reactors.
UC fuel performance to date has been
satisfactory and the initial target for exit

J. A. L. Jones tests a hot channel prior to its
installation in the ZED-2 reactor at CRNL. The hot
channel incorporates a small internal heater to
enable researchers to conduct experiments
simulating power reactor coolant temperatures.

burnups of 240 megawatt hours per
kilogram of uranium (MWh/kgU) has
been met. It is expected that this target will
be exceeded with the operating conditions
and fuel management strategy now in
effect, since burnups of up to 480
MWh/kgU have been achieved on ex-
perimental and fast neutron loop UC
fuels. UC fuel thus offers not only superior
performance to UO2 fuel in WR-1, but
also the potential for lower fuel costs.

In addition to the use of WR-1 as a test
facility for pressure tubes and fuel designs,
the large diameter hollow support tube for
the fast neutron fuel has enabled the
successful design and operation of a wide
range of materials irradiation rigs. These
have ranged from purely static equip-
ment, where test material is simply ex-
posed to a flux of fast neutrons, to
sophisticated creep tests employing
dynamic strain measurements.

The original static irradiation rig oper-
ated on the principle of heating by gamma
heat and controlled heat removal to the
reactor coolant by varying the composi-
tion of a gas annulus to alter the thermal
conductivity. Originally conceived for high
temperature irradiation, the principle
worked well until program demands
reverted to pressurized heavy water sup-
port and sufficiently low temperatures
could not be achieved. A new, simplified
design is now used, which consists of
circulating reactor coolant inside the
hollow support tube. Temperatures of
325°C are achieved routinely and fouling
Aim thicknesses are, for the most part,
acceptable.

Biaxial creep tests have been per-
formed in the fast neutron sites for several
years using pressurized sections of fuel
cladding. The temperature control prin-
ciple has been similar to that of the original
static irradiation rig and temperatures as
low as 318°C have been achieved by
special low temperature operation of the
reactor loop. The latest technique em-
ployed for biaxial creep tests employs
the new coolant circulation principle and
samples which are pressurized and sealed.
Uniaxial creep tests have been performed
using equipment identical to that em-
ployed at CRNL.

Other facilities include an in-reactor
autoclave for corrosion testing under
pressurized heavy water coolant condi-
tions and stress relaxation tests inside
dummy fuel elements.

Energy Conservation
Heat generated in the experimental
nuclear facilities at AECL laboratories is
being harnessed to replace that produced
by fossil fuels. Facilities are being added to
the WR-1 reactor to generate some 15
megawatts of high grade heat for plant
heating purposes; at present the heat
generated by the reactor is rejected to the
Winnipeg River. When in service, this
facility will save some $200,000 per year
based on current fuel oil costs, repaying
the cost of the installation in about 3Vi
years. The use of the facility will not
compromise in any way the usefulness of
WR-1 as a test reactor.

A steam generator has been installed
on the U-1 experimental loop of the NRU
reactor at CRNL. Some of the steam
produced is used to heat the reactor
building. In addition, heavy fuel oil storage
tanks and four water storage tanks have
been insulated. These two energy conser-
vation measures have resulted in an
annual fuel saving at CRNL of approxi-
mately 10 per cent.
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Corporate Affairs

A comprehensive reappraisal of the
management and financial structure of the
Company is under way. This is being
carried out under the direction of a
re-constituted Board of Directors, and it is
hoped, will result in a greatly strengthened
company capable of meeting recent criti-
cisms and responding to changing de-
mands.

A firm of management consultants has
been assisting AECL in the Company
reorganization, particularly in the financial
and administrative areas. Organizational
changes and modern operating techni-
ques required to manage efficiently the
expanded volume and complexity of the
company's operations are being intro-
duced. Measures to improve financial
planning and control and to devise and
implement more sophisticated methods of
long term planning are being pursued.

A number of important changes at
executive level were made during the
year.

Dr. A. J. Mooradian, formerly Vice-
President, CRNL, was appointed Execu-
tive Vice-President, Research and
Development. James Hardwick was ap-
pointed to a new position of Vice-
President, Finance, coming to the Com-
pany from private industry. Promoted to
Vice-President was A. Dahlinger, in
charge of Heavy Water. Dr. A. M. Aikin,
Vice-President, Administration and Plan-
ning, and A. H. M. Laidlaw, Secretary and
General Counsel, retired during the year.
J. H. Collins was appointed Acting Gen-
eral Manager, Corporate Administration.
Dr. P. R. Coté was appointed as Secre-
tary, and A. P. Foster as General Counsel,
both coming from other government
employment.

The total number of employees
tended to stabilize during the year show-
ing a net increase of less than one per cent
as compared to ten and seven per cent
increases in the previous two years. There
was a continued increase in engineering
and technical support staff at the Missis-
sauga and Montreal offices of Power
Projects which was offset by some de-
creases in staff at the research establish-
ments.

The number of retirements, which had
been increasing in the past few years,
levelled off in 1976-77 at 92. New
graduates hired from universities and
colleges decreased to 15 as a direct result
of hiring restraints during 1976.

Full-time continuing employees on AECL payrolls on 31 March 1977

Prof. Tech. Admin. Hourly Rate Total

Head Office

CRNL

Power Projects

WNRE

Commercial Products
Heavy Water Projects

42

455
501
172

77
78

—

524

527
211
126

49

75
378

405
158
185
177

—
903

—

221
227

343

117
2260

1433

762
615

647

TOTAL 1325 1437 1378 1694 5834

Salaries for non-unionized employees
were increased within the government's
anti-inflation program guidelines and
other limits. Considerable effort continued
to be devoted to improving salary
administration systems, including the
development of a new composite job-
based system which was implemented at
Commercial Products during the year and
is being further studied for possible wider
use in the future.

The Canada Labour Relations Board
certified a bargaining agent for office
employees at the Glace Bay heavy water
plant, and approved a change in bar-
gaining agent for drafting employees at
Power Projects, Sheridan Park. Negoti-
ations, which began in September for a
first agreement with the new office em-
ployees unit at Glace Bay were still not
completed at year end. Bargaining to
renew agreements was also under way
with the union representing professional
employees at Power Projects, as well as
with the nineteen hourly-paid unions at
CRNL, WNRE, Commercial Products,
and Glace Bay and Port Hawkesbury
heavy water plants.

There were 7.6 disabling injuries per
million man hours worked in 1976-77.

No employee lost time due to radiation
exposure. No employee was exposed
above the limit prescribed in the Atomic
Energy Control Regulation.

Language training for unilingual em-
ployees occupying bilingual positions con-
tinued at the maximum rate practical, but
a substantial backlog remains. The groups
primarily concerned are those located in
Ottawa and the Montreal office. The
Company's standard policies and pro-
cedures were completely converted to
bilingual format during the year.

Awards
Dr. Brian Cox, Head of the Materials
Science Branch, CRNL, was awarded the
William J. Kroll Zirconium Medal for
1976. The medal recognizes outstanding
achievement in scientific, technological or
commercial aspects of zirconium produc-
tion or utilization and was awarded to Dr.
Cox for his contributions to the under-
standing of the corrosion behaviour of
zirconium and its alloys. This is the second
time the award has been made; the first
winner was Admiral H. G. Rickover, U.S.
Navy, in 1975.

Dr. John Hardy o< the Nuclear Physics
Branch at CRNL was awarded the 1976
Herzberg Medal of the Canadian Associ-
ation of Physicists. The award is presented
annually for outstanding achievement by
a physicist less than 38 years of age.

Dr. John Hilborn, Head of the Quality
Control Branch, CRNL, was awarded the
Thomas W. Eadie Medal of the Royal
Society of Canada and the W. B. Lewis
Award of the Canadian Nuclear Associ-
ation for work covering a wide range of
disciplines in sciences and engineering
and his pioneering work with SLOW-
POKE, a low-power, low-cost nuclear
reactor which has been ordered by several
universities in Canada for their research
programs.
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AECL AND THE UNIVERSITIES

Research and development done under
contract at Canadian universities con-
tinues to augment the expertise available
within the Company and to contribute to
the solution of problems associated with
the Company's program.

Funding restrictions have again neces-
sitated a reduction in the amount of such
work. The total for 1976-77 is just over
$440,000, covering 36 contracts in effect
at 14 different universities across the
country.

Some typical examples are:

• The mechanical response of fuel ele-
ment sheaths to a rapid temperature rise
which could occur, for example, during
a loss-of-coolant accident is a critical
factor in designing for reactor safety.
Various parameters which could effect
this mechanical response are being
investigated to permit a valid computer
simulation.

• Discharge of reactor coolant water to a
lake or river may, depending on various
factors, have a beneficial or deleterious
effect on plant or marine life. An
investigation is proceeding to determine
what, if any, effect the discharge of
coolant water from the Gentilly reactor
may have on various aquatic species in
the St. Lawrence River.

• The spallation or "boiling off' of
neutrons from urianium. thorium, and
other high atomic mass targets bom-
barded by high energy protons has
attractive potential for the production of
fissile material to be used as reactor fuel.
A proton beam from the TRIUMF
accelerator in British Columbia is being
used to study the neutron economy of
spallation using several possible target
arrangements.

• Safe storage of radioactive wastes is an
important part of the nuclear power
program. One university contract is
investigating how the geologic
environment can be exploited to control
and delay the movement of radioactive
species. Another is examining the feasi-
bility of using stable formations of
serpentinized ultramafic rock, as an
alternative to plutons or rock salt, for the
emplacement of nuclear fuel wastes.

• Hydrogen sulphide gas, used in the
production of heavy water in Canada, is
recognized as a hazardous material and
certain precautions must be observed to
ensure safety. A study is in progress to
determine under what conditions, if
any, air-hydrogen sulphide mixtures can
detonate.

The Industrial Internship Program
under which suitably qualified students in
the last year of an M. Eng. course may
spend up to five months working at an
AECL site in partial fulfilment of the
requirements for their degree continues to
operate successfully both for the uni-
versity and AECL, although increasing
interest in this program and limited
funding are presenting difficulties.

Patents
In 1976-77 14 new patent applications
have been filed and 11 first patents have
been issued to AECL inventors. Overall,
first and subsequent filings have been
carried out in 19 countries.

The monetary return to AECL from
patents is relatively minor, but there are
other advantages to be gained. Patents
are useful in negotiating collaborative
agreements with other countries. They
reduce the likelihood that AECL may
have to pay substantial royalties on a
process or device necessary to our pro-
gram and the patent search frequently
reveals information useful to our staff.

Dr. Richard Jackson of Environment Canada
(attached to Environmental Research Branch.
CRNL) demonstrates use of apparatus for field
chemical analysis of ground water to graduate
students at joint AECL-University of Waterloo
Hydrogeology Field School
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS

In response to new needs created by the
growth of the nuclear program, the
activities of opposition groups and the
high media interest, a reorganization of
the public affairs effort was begun during
the year.

An important advance made in 1976
was the completion of a nation-wide
survey of public attitudes to nuclear power
by the Canadian Nuclear Association. The
survey, carried out by the Survey Re-
search Centre of the Insb'tute for Be-
havioural Research at York University,
was the first scientifically-based study of
this subject in Canada and provides a
sound basis for public interaction pro-
grams.

More than 2,000 members of the
Canadian public were questioned and
results indicated that 56 per cent of the
population had heard of the use of nuclear
power for generating electricity but that 44
per cent were unaware of such a use. Of
the informed group 68 per cent were in
favour of using nuclear power and 21 per
cent were against; 56 per cent believed
that nuclear power plants were safe and
39 per cent thought that they were unsafe.

The disposal of nuclear wastes
emerged as the most prominent of public
concerns, with reactor safety and radiation
also being identified as areas where more
information was required.

The Public Affairs Office collaborated
with the Canadian Nuclear Association,
universities, utilities and scientific and
professional societies in numerous en-
deavours to increase public knowledge of
nuclear power. These included seminars,
public meetings and debates as well as the
production of literature, displays and
exhibits.

Media Contact
Public relations officers assisted national
and local TV and radio outlets by
providing film material, arranging inter-
views and organizing visits to sites.
AECL's own film on nuclear energy was
telecast 88 times.

School Relations Officer Michel Bergeron of CRNL
demonstrates some of his equipment to students
while on tour of Ontario high schools.

Print media received increasing atten-
tion both in the community and major
daily newspaper areas. Numerous stories
were carried by almost every major
publication and factual information,
photographs and assistance where re-
quired were supplied by site media
relations staff.

School Programs
In response to the demand for infor-
mation, the Company produced and
distributed a range of publications on
nuclear subjects. Several thousand sets of
these were supplied to schools across the
country and to a wide variety of interested
organizations.

For several years the Public Affairs
Office has conducted visits to secondary
schools across the country to show films,
give talks and demonstrations and answer
questions from students and teachers. The
school relations officer from Chalk River
visited 22 schools in eastern and south-
western Ontario. Staff from WNRE visited
secondary schools in Saskatchewan and
northwestern Manitoba, talking to a total
of some 11,000 students.

Chalk River held a two-day seminar for
science teachers from 27 schools.
Teachers were able to not only learn more
about the nuclear program but also to gain
up to date information on the major
subjects they teach, such as chemistry,
physics and biology. WNRE organized

seminars for faculty members of the
University of Manitoba and for staff of
government departments.

A program of producing teaching
materials on nuclear science for use in
schools was instituted and brought to the
stage of commercial production in
collaboration with a Canadian educa-
tional material supplier. The program,
known as CIPRESS, Canadian Instruc-
tional Package of Radiation Experiments
for Secondary Schools, will provide a
novel approach to the teaching of science
in the high schools.

Community Relations
Glace Bay staff continued its community
relations program of door-to-door visits to
residences in the area of the heavy water
plant to distribute publications and to talk
with and answer questions of house-
holders. A similar program was continued
at the Port Hawkesbury heavy water
plant, where a Public Information Centre
was opened during the year.

The Public Information Centres at
Chalk River and Whiteshell and plant
tours at those sites continued to be
popular attractions. More than 15,000
people visited Chalk River and 4,100
visited WNRE. Many of the visitors were
groups of high school and university
students on prearranged tours which
included visits to laboratories of special
interest in relation to their studies.
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Technical Information
During the past year 335 papers by AECL
authors were submitted for publication in
journals, 260 were prepared for presen-
tation at conferences, 115 scientific and
technical reports were published and 764
reports were issued for controlled distri-
bution. These figures indicate an increase
over the previous year in the three types of
publications of 13, 21 and five per cent,
respectively, and a reduction of 18 per
cent in unpublished documents.

About two-thirds of the scientific and
technical papers that are written by AECL
staff for publication appear in well-
established journals, and are thereby
distributed to the world scientific commun-
ity. The remaining one-third are printed
as AECL reports. To make these reports
generally available, copies are mailed to
many public and scientific libraries, re-
search institutes and other interested
organizations. All the reports produced in
1976 were sent to 54 addresses in Canada
and to 108 addresses in 37 other coun-
tries; reports in selected subject categories
were sent to a further 80 addresses. Lists
of all AECL scientific and technical
publications, compiled semi-annualiy,
were routinely distributed to 700 addres-
ses in 50 countries, and many more copies
were sent to interested inquirers.

As an additional means of informing
the world of AECL's work, published
reports are sent to the major scientific
abstracting services, such as Chemical
Abstracts, Physics Abstracts and Electrical
Engineering Abstracts. AECL has also
continued to supply data to the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency on all
Canadian nuclear publications, for inclu-
sion in the International Nuclear Infor-
mation System (IMS). These data are
compiled jointly by WNRE and CRNL and
are sent to Vienna in machine-readable
form for high-speed processing. During
1976, more than 600 items were entered,
about 14 per cent fewor than in 1975 but
still almost one per cent of the world total;
only papers that are published in Canada
are included — those published elsewhere
are entered by the country of publication.

With the cessation of publication of
Nuclear Science Abstracts, 1NIS became
the prinicpal source for retrieving infor-
mation on nuclear science published by
other countries. AECL has established
computer programs for scanning the
output of 1N1S on a monthly basis to select
items which match any one of a number of
precisely defined interest profiles.

As the literature of nuclear technology
grows, AECL libraries have expanded
their collections, while systematically dis-

carding outdated material. At CRNL, the
collection increased to 120,000 books,
40,000 volumes of journals, 30,000
translations and 330,000 reports. A large
proportion of the same material is held in
the WNRE library, and smaller collections
are held at other sites.

NELSON RIVER TRANSMISSION
FACILITIES

Built and owned by AECL. the Nelson
River Transmission Facilities carry the
output of the Kettle Generating Station on
the Lower Nelson River to Winnipeg. The
facilities are operated by Manitoba Hydro
and consist of two converter stations
linked by two 560-mile, high-voltage, direct
current lines capable of operating at
plus-and-minus-450 kilovolts (kV).

A 5th Valve Group was placed in
service on 12 April 1976, thus allowing
operation at -450 kV + 300 kV. This Valve
Group was built and is owned by Mani-
toba Hydro.

Total electricity carried in 1976 was
5,905.5 gigawatt hours compared to
5,710.2 gigawatt hours for 1975.

The increase for 1976 is 3.43 percent
over 1975 and is without any additional
generation added to the HVDC system.

The number of interruptions during the
year increased to 378 from 296 in 1975.
This was mainly due to problems asso-
ciated with the addition of the 5th Valve
Group.

Manitoba Hydro assumed responsi-
bilty for the facility in 1974 but AECL is still
involved in the capital modification pro-
gram, one of the major items of which is
the monitoring and repair of some tower
foundations on the line.

i
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Discussing a new. simplified model of CANDU ai
an AECL exhibit are, left to right: J, S. Foster,
President; the Honourable Alastair Gillespie,
Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources; and
Ross Campbell. Chairman of the Board.
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DIRECTORS

* Rota Campbell, D.S.C., B.A., Chairman of the Board, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Ottawa

* J. S. Foster, B.Eng., D.Eng., F.R.S.C., President, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, Ottawa

t Fernand Bonenfant, S.M., B.Ph., B.Sc, Ap., M.Sc, Physics Department, Laval University, Quebec City

t H. M. Caron, L.s.c, C.A., Partner, Clarkson, Gordon & Co., Partner, Woods Gordon & Co., Montreal

David M. Culver, B.Sc, MB.A., President and Chief Executive Officer of Aluminum Company of Canada Ltd., Montreal

' D. A. Golden, LL.B., LL.D., President, Telesat Canada, Ottawa

t Nancy E. Henderson, Ph.D.. Professor of Zoology, University of Calgary

H. W. Macdonell, Q.C.. B.Comm., Partner, McCarthy S McCarthy, Toronto

* G. M. MacNabb, B.Sc., Deputy Minister, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources. Ottawa

t A. J. O'Connor, B.Sc., General Manager, New Brunswick Electric Power Commisssion, Fredericton

G. F. Osbaldeston, B.Comm., M.B.A., Deputy Minister, Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce, Ottawa

' Laurent A. Picard, B.A., B.Phil., B.Sc.A., D.B.A., President of Marine Industries Ltd., Montreal

* T. K. Shoyama, B.A., B.Comm., Deputy Minister, Department of Finance, Ottawa

Donald James Smith, President and Owner of Ellis-Don Ltd., General Contractors, London, Ontario

Alaster G. Swanson, B.Sc., President and Director of Marline Oil Corporation, Calgary

t R. B. Taylor, B.A., F.C.A., Chairman, Ontario Hydro, Toronto

* H. G. Thode, C.C., M.B.E., Ph.D., F.R.S., Professor of Chemistry, McMaster University, Hamilton

W. Maurice Young. B.Comm., M.Sc., Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of Finning Tractor & Equipment
Company Ltd., Vancouver

' Executive Committee
t Retired during 1976-77

OFFICERS VICE-PRESIDENTS

Ross Campbell, D.S.C., B.A., Chairman of the Board

J. S. Foster, B.Eng., D.Eng., F.R.S.C.. President

P. R. Cote, Ph.D., Corporate Secretary

E. Deslauriers, C.A., Treasurer

A. P. Foster, B.A., LL.B., General Counsel

James Hardwlck, Vice-President, Finance

t A. H. M. Laidlaw, B.A., Secretary and General Counsel

t Retired during 1976-77

t A. M. Alkln, Ph.D., Vice-President, Administration and Planning

J. M. Beddoes, B.Sc., Vice-President, Commercial Products

A. Dahllnger. B,Sc, Vice-President, Heavy Water Projects

R. G. Hart, B.A., Vice-President. Whiteshell Nuclear Research
Establishment

A. J. Mooradlan, Ph.D.. F.R.S.C, Executive Vice-President, Research
and Development

G. A. Pon, Ph.D., Vice-President. Power Projects

Head Office — 275 Slater Street, Ottawa, Canada. K! A 0S4

Chalk River Nuclear Uboraloriei — Chalk River. Ontario. KOJ 1J0

Whiteshell Nuclear Research Ettabllahment — Pinawa, Manitoba. ROE 1L0

Commercial Product» — P.O. Box 6300, Station "J". Ottawa, K2A 3W3

Power Projecte — Sheridan Park Research Community, Mississauga, Ontario. L5K1B2

Power Project», Montreal — 2001 University Street, Suite 900, Montreal, Quebec, M3A 2N2

Heavy Water Project» — P.O. Box 3504, Ottawa. K1Y4G1

Glace Bay Heavy Water Plant — P.O. Box 5, Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, B1A 5V8

Port Hawkesbury Heavy Water Plant — P.O. Box 698. Port Hawkesbury, Nova Scotia, B0E 2V0
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